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PREFACE

"Vlhen we were born, somebody who preceded us built the house
into which we were born. They built schools and churches, also hospitals.
They cleared the fields and built roads. Cities were built, streets and sidewalks were laid out. Teachers and preachers had been trained. VIe were
born into a civilized community with governments established, and courts of
justice. V/e enjoy fire and police protection, parks and playgrounds. All of
this and more too, was our inheritance for which we did nothing. Our ancestors
collectively put more into this world than they took out, and we are the beneficiaries. Had they adopted the principle that the world owed them a living,
we should be living in a very primitive civilization today. In view of our
inheritance, it seems that we owe it to ourselves to help others and to leave
something worthv,rhile to those who come after."

(Quotation from Dr. Jolm M. Gries in "Slums and Housing" by JamC!s
W. Ford, 1936, P. 459 .)

•

FOREV/ORD

The study of the Hartford Commission on the City Plan is another
example of the Governmental rtesearch Institute's job of assisting public
officials in bettering public work. This government function, the Planning
Commission, established in 1907, is relatively a new field of local government, yet questions on the feasibility and usefulness of this planning service
creates much confusion of thought. The city officials have been aware of this
difficulty, but they do not have the time to study and analyze this branch of
municipal administration. The Board of Finance in January 1937, stated that
"this plan commission should receive an adequate appropriation or it should
be abolished." The local Housing Authority in October 1941, recommended
that the present Hartford City Plan Commission should have a more adequate
staff and better defined powers if it was to function more effectively. Other
public and semi-public groups of citizens who run, or help to run, the City of
Hartford are not well enough acquainted with the job of the City Plan Commission to know much about it. Now that the Commission on the City Plan has
hired a consultant to re-study zoning, fonnulate plans for the development of
the North Meadows, and to further the comprehensive program to guide the
city•s future growth, the "public eye" is focussed on the Plan Commission.
On March 2G, 1942 the Hartford Commission on the City Plan observed
Its 35th birthday. This report is mainly a study of the worl: of thls agency. It
should prove interesting and useful to not only the present City Plan Commission
and other agencies engaged in planning, but to citizens of Hartford who would
like to know more about this planning body. The object of this report is to
determine whether or not the Hartford- Plan Commission has done an efficient
job within the limits imposed on 1t by the laws, government, and administration of the city. It will also show that there is real need for better -defined
powers, more public understanding of the Commission's work, and the development of a better and broader knowledge and appreciation on the Commission's
part of the technique of city planning. Briefly, this review will attempt to
measure the quality of the City Plan Commission's work rather than to determine
whether or not the City of Hartford is well planned.
The report is divided into three parts. The first division will show
what the nature and scope of city planning is supposed to be. This 'will be
followed by an historical review of the activities of the city planning agency
as well as the work of other agencies which have influenced, since 1907, the
development of the city, There has been no attempt to compile a complete
digest, but only to present the significant facts. The final section of this
report is a careful and most metciless analysis of the author's opinions and
conclusions.
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INTRODUCTION
NATURE AND SCOPE OF CITY PLAJ'lNING

Value and Need RecoqnizeQ
In its simplest concept, "planning" has been defined as the measure
of today' s efiort in the light of tomorrow's needs. l\s a tool of individual
advancement and of private enterprise, planning is very old; but long-range
pbnning as a designated principle of governmental operation is fairly new.

The words "city planning" represent a phrase much more used than defined.
It differs from casuul community bettennent which is the natural and uncoordinated improvement of existing facilities. fAost authorities on city planning are quick to point out that neither the need nor the practice is of recent
origin. Practically every part, every facility, both old and modern, are the
result of one kind of planning -- the simple bnd which considered only the
thing immediately in prospect. What has been lacking has been the comprehensive outlook and the coordinated fitting together required to make all the
elements of a complex social mechanism function in concert. The definition
of city planning has been stated by one author as "the coordinated improvement of local facilities with the projected outlines of those required for future
growth." The extent to which city planning should go into detail is governed
largely by practical considerations which are usually stated to be as follows:

l.

lt shDuld be concerned w.!.l4the tcrr.ltory occupied or to be oc·
cupied in any community, and with prospective physical alterations in that territory and the objects upon it, in so far as such
alterations can wisely be controlled or influenced by concerted
action in the interest of the community as a social unit.

2.

No prospective physical alteration is so small, so localized, or
so specialized in technique as to be excluded merely for that
reason from the scope of city planning, provided that it can
wisely and effectively be controlled in the common interest.

3.

In theory, there are no limitations to the extent of coordination
desirable among the diverse planning activities which shape the
physical growth of the community or to the desirability of estimating future contingencies and taking account of them in planning; but practically there are decided limitations upon the
amount of time and effort which can be withdrawn from the vital
business of getting things done for the sake of study, and planning what to do and how best to do it .
•
The classes of specific planning problems which are most
distinctively matters of city planning are:

4.
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a. Those which lie so much outside of the fields
effectively covered by existing specialized
planning agencies thut the community is likely
to suffer from their neglect. Such specialized
fields include, for example, se\verage, water
supply, parks, and rapid transit.
b. Those in v.rhich a close coordination of planning
in separate fields of technical worl~ is likely to
secure advantages commensurate with the effort
of obtaining such coordination.
c. Those in which the permanent interests of the
community justify the framing of plans for specific
improvements in such a manner as to meet not
merely the immediate objects of the improvements
but also the contingencies of a remoter future, or
community needs which are only indirectly connected with those objects.
5.

!~.<lerely to deal with the problems of the above classes as they
arise in the course of community growth is city planning of an
opportunist sort. But constructive city planning requires also
that many such problems, long before they become acute, shall
be anticipated and considered under the impulse of imagination
applied toward the attainment of the larger social objectives of
the community.

6o

Just as city planning must unite the points of view of many
technical specialists in approaching its problems and must
balance a regard for immediate expediency with a farsighted
outlook to the future, so it must appreciate at their full importance and must adequately harmonize in every one of its problems the requirements of convenience, healthfulness and
efficiency in operation, of orderly and beautiful appearance,
and of economic ability to meet the costs
0

Most authorities agree that the principles and policies, rather than
the details of execution, must be the basis of planning. They also agree
that the application of planning requires that there be no fixed crystalization,
but such flexibility that a periodic review in the light of current needs and
imports will permit a constant reshaping. They stress the point that "city
planning" should be a continuing municipal function, and not a somewhat
theoretical picture of the future, nor a single job to be done at a given time.
Some authorities further describe it as the science of what the city is, how
it operates physically, and where it is going,

_._

Should Be Every Citizen's Business
The primary objective of planning for a community is to secure
progress in the elimination of what is not good for its development, and in
the creation of those values in our environment that are uniformly desired.
The intelligent control of the destiny of our cities is of direct personal interest to every citizen. It has to do with the betterment of the place where he
lives, the place where he works, the roads he uses to go from one to the
other, the utilities \vhich serve these places, the means for the educational
und cultural training of his children, and the opportunities for recreation during his leisure hours. However, it is up to the conscious and prolonged
effort of the people for these things to approach the ideal. This is the reason
that most city planners feel that the fate of the city is in the hands of its
citizens. In the absence of "organized foresight," the citizens are certain to
suffer constant inconvenience and additional expenditures in the correction of
such evils.
Intelligent Direction of City's Growth Important
Because the city is daily dealing with things that fall in the realm of
city planning which greatly affect the form and character of the city, it becomes
necessary that there be some agency that should handle this planning function.
It is stressed by some planning authorities that the making and promulgating of
a city plan by a planning commission is comparable to the making or issuing
of health regulations by a health boord. Just os the Council considers the reccommendations of the Finonce Boards, so should the Council consider that city
planning is a highly technical and specialized field. However, it is stressed
that the function of a planning commission, composed of public spirited citizens
who are willing to divert, unremunerated, a part of their time from regular occupations, is to reflect the point of view of the layman and of the community; and
if this staff agency -- the planning commission -- should possess specialized information and knowledge qualifying it to render sound and intelligent
opinions, it should have the personnel, budget, and facilities that would give
its decisions authority.
Assurance of intelligent planning also involves various directional, or
regulatory, tools which include those that serve as guides to good practice in
development and construction, and those which serve to effectuate planning or
to furnish protection from adverse influences. Zoning, the best known of these
planning tools, has been called the instrument for giving effect to that pnrt of
the comprehensive city plan which is concerned with the private uses of, and
private developments on, privately owned land, as distinguished from that part
which is concerned with public uses and facilities. Thus the city may exercise
in two ways, governmental ownership and government regulation, in the attainment of unity in city constructio;,, which is the aim of city planning.

CifY Plan Compels Attention by Its Evident Usefulness
It then becomes self-evident that the City Planning Commission shall
have a rather definite plan of this better future community in all of its principal
features if it is to do its job effectively. Just as a set of plans and specifications are needed in the construction of a building, no one guide as a street map,
a zoning ordinance and map, etc., can serve alone to be a comprche:1sive plan
of the city's social, physical, and economic structure. i':iost of these authorities in the city planning field now dcscr1be this tool as a "master plan."
Properly prepared, such a plan is hoped to act as a "sign post." Other planning experts describe it as an expression of the will of the community as to how
it intends to use its natural resources and to develop the physical area under its
control. The warning is made that this so-called "master plan" ought not to be
considered as a definite picture of the city as it might appear at some specific
date, but rather it should be presented in the form of a series of maps and charts
showing progress towards a more efficient and more convenient framework. The
experts, however, disagree as to whether or not this plan should have official
status. Some of them feel that a "master plan," to be binding, must be adopted,
or accredited, while others claim that the "master plan" should have no inherent
authority and only should be regarded as the means by which the Planning Commission prepares for the changes and additions it proposes for the permanent
and official City Map. For they claim that if it is desired to amend it, laws
will require public hearings, and the master plan becomes something different
than the plastic instrument that it should be. These authorities recommend that
the Commission, and not the plan, should be the ad,,iser of the legislative body
and the various departments. Nearly all present day planning authorities claim a
master plan would determine the most desirable pattern for the development of the
city, and through various controls. ef_fectuate this plan as natural changes occur
throughout the years. Moreover, most of the experts ugree that the master plan
should indicate public improvements capable of realization within the next five
or ten years; further improvements that should be considered for construction during a subsGquent period of years and still a further series of proposals which
might be carried out in 50 years or more, resulting in a physical structure which
should in all ways be adequate for the development of the city. However, they
advise that every step in this process should be the result of careful study and
reflection on the part of the Commission and its staff, as well as other agencies
of the city government.
I

Successful Planning Administration Depends on Many Factors
The availability of a master plan is thus identified as one of the prerequisites of effective city planning; one of the indispensable instruments for
successful planmng administration. But it is cited repeatedly that 1t is not a
self-effectual instrument, i.e. of and by itself it cannot produce substantial
results. Some tools or processeS for the direction and control of private developments and the use of private property are necessary such as zoning codes, building codes, subdivision regulations, etc. Equally important as another major
I

part of the master plan Is that control which deals with public properties
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and improvements. Facilities as streets, parks, playgrounds, and such public
buildings as schools, libraries, fire and police stations, are commonly known
as municipal public works, or capital improvements. Besides making it mandatory that all proposed plans of each such improvement should be referred to the
Plan Commission, the city planning authorities stress that the part of the master
plan dealing with public improvements can be made much more effective and can
be materially facilitated by the continual, systematic programming of capital
improvements. This admission that the schedule of public works will depend on
funds available which can be determined and budgeted in the same manner as
current expenditures is fairly recent. It makes the Planning Commission consider
not only what is needed, but what can be afforded. The purpose of a plan is
thought of not to encourage more spending and development of improvements prematurely, but rather to serve as a guide to insure that any and all development,
when, as, and if it takes place, will proceed in an economical and orderly manner.
Thus, today, good city planning depends that in order for the physical plan to be
effective, two things must be done: first, a working program must be devised; and
second, a long-term financial plan must be prepared. Sometimes this so-called
financial plan, called for the first year of a capital budget, is spoken of as the
financial and time schedule for the carrying out of that part of the master plan
involving public improvements.
But the important thing to remember is that sound, practical plans may
just as well not be prepared at all unless something is going to be done about
them. It is just as practical to hire an architect to plan a home you do not
intend to build, as to hire a planner to prepare a plan which is not carried out,
O..,er and over again, the plea is made in city planning textbooks that any plans,
like any tools, must be worked in order to produce results. Unless continually
kept alive and up-to-date, also refined and adjusted to new conditions and needs,
city plans become out of tune with realities and requirements. Successful planning administration requires an official, permanent, active, planning agency~
adequately financed, and having a competent technical staff or technical assistance. It requires such laws and ordinances as are needed to give the plan
official status and to insure full consideration of the planning agency's recommendations, The friendly attitude and willing cooperation of all public officials
and wide public support are also essential. The planning function cannot be
effectively carried out by just the City Planning Commission. It must be recognized as a legislative and administrative function that must be intimately integrated with ~he other functions of government.
The object of this introduction will have been fully served if these pages
have made clear that the important thing in city planning is the will to cooperate,
and that cooperation is impossible without awareness of purposes, The "one for
all and all for one" motto must be the goal of all city departments, It is hoped
that the reader will realize that "the true function of the planning agency is that of
a central impartial agency for coordinating the efforts of the others. One authority on planning has compared it to the human body in which each organ has its
particular use in its normal place, and the circulatory system supplies the life
blood which interconnects the various organs and enables each one to function

normally and eff!c!ently, Common sense should demand that the plannln9 activities of all agencies affecting the cit should be correlated,

PART II

Hartford First to !Viake Planning Commission a Section of Its Government
Hartford, Connecticut today is recognized as the pioneer in the city
planning field as it had the first permanent City Plan Commission in the United
States in 1907. Other cities before this time had created planning commissions for the purpose of preparing a city plan and when this was done, ceased
to exist. Thus, the question hus remuined unansv.rcrGd as to \\ihy Hartford
made its official commission permanent from the start. VIas this enterprise
inaugurated at first by a private committee? Was Hartford's Commission
organized to make a city plan? \'.'hat induced the Hartford citizens to create

this commission as a section of their city government? V.'hy wasn't this new
activity assigned to some existing department? Besides these historical questions there are others asked today about the Hartford Plan Commission. Has
this planning ageFtcy been successful in Hartford? Has this planning body
done an efficient job within the limits imposed on it by the laws, government,
and administration of the city? Vlhat have been its good qualities? V·lhat
have been its shortcomings? \Vhat kind of activities have the Hartford Planning Commissions carried on during this 35-year pericd? Vlhat benefits has
the City of Hartford obtained through this planning agency? Does this agency
need to be reorganized? Can this agency be abolished?
The answers to some of these questions are found in the records of
the City Plan Commission's minutes. From i'-!.ay 17, 1907 to date, this agency
has had more than.SOO meetings. The author has analyzed the Commission's
records so that it is possible to tell with dates and figures many of the important facts of the history and organization of Hartford's planning body. The
reader is cautioned that this division of the report is to be considered a review
and not a general index of the proceedings.
Some Planning Controls in Force Already
The Commis sian on the City Plan in Hartford was not created in 1907
to correct any serious neglect of the city's past. In many respects Hartford
was considered a "built" city by its 100,000 inhabitants. No one of its early
residents - its history dated back to 1635 -- ever expected this phenomenal
growth. In 1907 this lack of foresight was apparent throughout Haitford, the
capitol city of Connecticut. But no one criticized this lack of orderly development which was evidenced particularly by its many jogging, dead-end, narrow
streets. Large sums of money had been spent on public improveme_nts, and the
citizens realized that much more construction and reconstruction would take
place. These 1907 people did I\Ot expect their city to remain static, nor did
they expect Hartford would expand to the size of New York or Boston. Through
its power of eminent domain, taking land for a public use at a fair price, the

city had established official building lines, or " set backs," for property as

~-------------,
early as 1865, and thus the foreshaping of future streets was in effect. Since
1890 the building code, which was an expression of the poliCe power, was a
demonstration of the community's right to regulate structures in the public
interest. One particular section of this code ul!owed industries in residential
sections only if approved by the Building Supervisor and 7 S per cent of the
property owners in these neighborhoods. Private propc2rty also had self-imposed
"deed restrictions" which outlined the churacter and location of buildings to be
erected, and cited the objectionuble uses thu.t were not u.llowcd. These so-called
"planning tools" served as c:;uides to good practice in development and construction as v:ell as serving to effectuate planning, or in furnishing protection from
advGrse influences.

A.rt Society Recommends Central RcviGWing
On Tonuary 1, 1907 a recommendation was made by the President of
the Municipal Art Society that Eartford should establish a commission to act
as a clearing house for all city plans o The exact words of this man's suggestions were as follows:
"There we many schGmcs, yet on account of the grcut number
they combat one another o Each scheme has its supporters calling
for immediate execution. The result is deadlock lf there was a
commission to which a plan, approved by the Council, could be
referred for further consideration and recommendation as to the
time whGn such a plan could economically be carried out, ideas
of value might be saved, and impractical ideas eliminated. Such
a commission could not only lay out the city's time and monGy to
advantage, but could execute such schemes, as the East Side
Improvement, not within the province of any commission as presently constituted.
0

A tentative map of the city's future growth, made under expert
advice, would also be part of the work of such a commission,
and the naming of a location - not the layout of new streets,
parl:s, or public squu.reso In other words, a commission to consider and weigh a11d to remember - for councils differ radically
each year and easily forget; to aid in building up Hartford in an
orderly fashion, to sift the good from the bad, the necessary from
the impractical, and generally to make the resources count to the
uttermost o
Such a commission could be composed of members of the council,
citizens, and heods of the street and park boards, and department
of engineering; would have advisory power only except where the
council ordered execution of the work, but would span the great
gulf between one countil and its successors in works of general
character."
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Charter Act Establishes Plan Commission in 1907
Evidently the feasibility and usefulness of this proposed gcvernmental
function was ·recognized, for the city administration in the latter part of January,
asked the State Assembly to approve of the creation of a "Commission on the
City Plan." The bill was attached as a rider to the act which reorganized the
Department of Engineering. The newspapers gave little publicity to either of
these tv·tO changes in the existing framewor:~ of Hartford's gov8rnment. The
General Assembly approved of the adoption of the act setting up the Commission on the City Plan on :.:mch 26, 1907, This" first" commission was largely
''ex-officio," Its mcm~ers were the Mu.yor, the president of the Board of Street
Commissioners, the presider1t of the Board of Purl~ Commissioners, the City
Engineer, a member oi the Board of Alderman, a member of the Common Council
-- the two latter appointed for one year terms by their respective boards-- and
two citizens, neither of whom could hold any other municipal office, and who
were appointed by the ivtayor for two and three year terms respectively. {Three
years thereafter) The Commission served without pay, but it was empowered to
employ experts, and its expenses were to be paid. The law required that "all
questions concerning the location of any public building, esplanade, boulevard,
parkway, street, highway, square, or park, shall be referred to the Commission
by the Common Council for consideration and report before final action was taken
on such location." The Commission could make, or cause to be made, a map or
maps of I-!artford or any portion thereof, to show these proposed locations or to
show any changes deemed advisable in the present location of any public building, streets, grades and lines, square cr park. Thus, in this manner, the Commission may give advice and make reports. Various other matters might be
referred to it also. The Common Council could designate to the Plan Commission
the construction or carrying out of any public work not expressly within the province of other boards; while the city of Hartford, acting through the commission
or othenvise, could have the power to take more land for a public purpose than
was actually needed for the construction of a contemplated public improvement
{better known as the legal right of "excess condemnation") {In the appendix of
this report these powers are quoted in detail.)
First Business \Vas to Consider Hiring an Expert
With this legislation designating its composition and defining its
duties, the Commission on the City Plan became an organic part of the city
administration. By law the ('.1ayor was named the presiding officer while, through
organization procedure, the City Engineer was named the planners' secretary.
The secretary's main duty was to keep a mitten record of the commission's
activities, The first business on l'.1ay 17, 1907 of this newly-formed organization was to appoint three of its members "to investigate and report on the advisability of employing an expert, or experts, to assist the Commission in the
preparation of a comprehensive ~lan and report on the future development of the
City of Hartford." This sub-committee was composed of the City Engineer, the
Board of Alderman's representative, and one of the citizen members, It might be
noted that this citizen member was an ex-mayor of Hartford. four days later the
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whole Plan Commission took a trip to New York for the purpose of studying
that city's general layout. Other examples of the Commission's first year
activities were as follows: On July lOth the other citizen member was
appointed to represent the Plan Commission at a joint meeting of the Park
and Street Commissions who were studying the needs for additions to the
park system. On October 26th the Commission instructed the secretary to
report to the Common Council that the Plan Commission had recommended
that the Capital Avenue J:xtension be laid out 58 feet in \vidth from Sisson
Avenue to Prospect Avenue. In Nover:1ber, the prbclpal meeting centered
around the sending of another communication to the Council r0questing that
the Commission should approve of all street layouts before they v:ere recorded
in the Town Clerk's office. On January 21, 1908 an application v:as made to
the Board of Finance for $200.00 expenses for the fiscal year starting April l,
1908. This was not granted. On March 17th the Commission requested the
Engineering Department to prepare a special scheme of development for a
special district layout. For the first year ending 1::arch 31, 1908 the Plan
Commission submitted an annual report of its activities to the !v!ayor and
Council. In it was cited that this organization had held eight regular meetings and ten special sessions. The Commission reviewed their activities by
saying:
"The Commission has endeavored to organize its work so
as not to interfere with, or encroach upon, the valuable
work being done by other city commissions. It has felt
that during the first year of its work it was best to proceed
slowly and cautiously so as to gain the confidence of the
p11blic, without which it could hope to accomplish but little
of :.-eal value to the City of He.rtford. No attempt has been
made to take advantage. of the broad powers conferred upon
the Commission by the charter creating it."

Experts Eired to

~:lake

City Plan for Commission

In April, 1908 the membership of the Plan Commission was slightly
altered. The Common Council selected a new represe:ntative to be a Planner;
there was a change in the presidency of the Park Board, and a different i'.-iayor
had been elected. On October 20th the sub-committee appointed at the first
meeting in 1907, announced that it favored the hiring of the New York City
architectural firm of Carrere and Hastings. 1.1r. Carrere was well known in
Hartford as he had been the recent consultant for the State Armory Commission.
This Committee, in making known this report, stated that it could have reported
earlier on this matter but there had been no pressing need for this expert advice.
The Board of Finance in January, 1909 appropriated $3,000.00 to the Plan Commission. The experts contract Called for $2,500.00 to make a preliminary city
plan and an additional amount if the Commission desired more detailed plans.
The second annual report of the Plan Commission's activities for the year endin9
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March 31, 1909 was devoted to special problems that this body had asked
the professional city planners to study. The Commission in listing 43
suggestions, described them as "problems which the people of Hartford
have for years been discussing or will be called upon to solve as the city
grows and develops into greater Hurtford ." An examination of these considerations shows them to represent a very full and comprehensive program. They
included, for example, such things as these:
1.

The treatment of the grounds surrounding City Eall to give
a proper base, or s_etting, for the old !3ullfinch building.

2,

The selection of a suituble site for a new City Hall.

6.

The preparation of a general plan for the future development
of the State 1"-.rrnory and State Librury grounds to harmonize
with Bushnell Park . . . • •

9.

The extension of Bushnell Park to Main Street.

10.

The control of the banks of Pu.rk. River from the Connecticut
River to the city line.

18.

Best location for new railroad station.

26.

Plan for widening Farmington Avenue from Asylum Street to
Prospect Avenue.

33.

A general plan for the layout of all undeveloped areas, and
a determination of the location and width of streets (new)
across these areas to best connect with the present street
system and to prevent o9jectionable subdivisions.

35.

The advisability of limiting the height of buildings on all
streets surrounding Bushnell Park so as to preser1e a suitable setting, or framing, for this priceless treasure.

3 6.

The advisability of limiting the height of buildings throughout the city, the limit to vary in different sections according
to the use of property, or in proportion to the street widths.

3 8.

A plan for the improvement of housing conditions so as to
prevent intensive congestion, and reduce unnecessary deaths
from preventable diseases.

39.

A plan for best regulating objectionable billboard advertising,
the smoke nuisance, and unnecessary street noises.
'
The extension of Ann Street southerly from Asylum Street to
Pearl Street.

42.
43.

The advisability of dividing the city into zones for different
uses and with possibly different restrictions regarding height
of building , and the percentage of area which can be built
upon, etc., following the practice which is being introduced in
several German cities.
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Carr~re and Hastings did little work on the Hartford plan during
1909 as they were completing plans for other communities. Besides this,
the City Engineer was granted a leave of absence and had gone to Europe
during the summer. During 1909 two important changes had affected the Plan
Commission. On ~,1arch 30th the Superintendent of Parks was named the ninth
member of the Plan Commission. A1 the December 17, 1909 meeting, the Park
Superintendent submitted a report on the diking of the Connecticut River. He
:;;tated: "This river is the greatest single natural asset that Hartford has, yet
the least used. It should be rediscovered and become the fu.ctor in our city
life that it is waiting to be. All the lands possible along its shores should
·~e taken for public uses und developed as needed." Ee predicted thut if this
diking v1as done making this meadow land avaiL:ble for development, Hartford
might easily become a city of half a million people.
Commission Gets New Power Over Street Layout
In 1909 the State Legislature also approved of the new power of the
Plan Commission which it had requested in 1907. This law required that all
maps or plans of any land in the City of Hartford showing any proposed or
projected streets, or any extensions or changes in them, shall not be received,
filed, or recorded in the Town Clerk's office unless such map or plan shall
bear the endorsement of the Commission on the City Plan to the effect that
every proposed or projected extension of, or change in, the established layout
of existing streets or highways set forth upon such map or plan has been
approved by said Commission. (lS State Law 661) The Commission's third
annual report contains the City Engineer's comments on this new requirement
which were as follows:
"Hartford, like many American cities, has suffered from
the destructive work of outside real estate speculators
who have purchased areas within the city limits and subdivided them with little or no reference to the layout of
the adjoining city streets or the customary or proper size
of building lots."
The City Engineer stated further "These owners are reluctant to carry out
any plans against the Commission's wishes." Two other statements made by
the City Engineer in this report seem worthy enough to be mentioned. The
first was "The Commission should first of all be a representative body which
the other commissions and the citizens at lurge would have absolute confidence
in and respect for, and secondly, that it should be as far as possible removed
from any and all political influence."

•

In April, 1910 $3,000.00 was again appropriated to the Plan Commission to take care of the Sz, 500.00 contract for the professional planners, for
the Commission only expended $200.00 o! Its $3,000,00 allotment o! 1909, In
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May, 1910 the City Engineer read a paper at a National Planning Convention
in which he cited the progress of the Hartford Planning Commission. He
recommended that besides the "already fine Charter provisions, that this
agency should include the duties as now performed by various art commissions in American cities, and its (plunning) personnel should include possibly
a painter, an architect, and a sculptor." The Hartford Art Society (which
originally had suggested the idea of the City Planning 1\gency) from time to
time placed matters in the hands of the flu.n Commission. In 1910 their joint
problem was the further promotion of Bushn81l Park. This private group made
a prescntu.tion of an orna!Tlentul drinking fountain to the City. In 1911 they
sent a comr:l'J.:1ication to the Plan agGncy requGsting the planners to favor the
passage of CJ.n ordinunce li:niting th~ height of buildings in Hartford. The ?Ian
Commission r.,ade inquiries of the practice in other American cities and
tabulated the results. The Council did not take any action on this proposal.
In 1911 the Plan Commission desired to publish a report written by the City
Engineer. l\t the February meeting the Corporation Counsel advised the Commission that this detailed report on Public Comfort Stutions was strictly
propaganda, and that the place of such studies was in the agency's annual
reports. The Commission's secretary (City Engineer) in justifying this monograph in the fourth yearly report stated:
"It is the intention to include a similar report on some live
municipal function in each year's report in order that the reports
may not only be more interesting to the public, but also that a
permanent record may be made of the best practice in each city
of handling the numerous and vexatious ·problems which are
continually arising."

City Plan Finished in 1911
The Council, in 1911, allowed the Plan Commission a $1,000.00
budget. Of this amount the Commission spent $713.00, of which the greater
portion was used to print several hundred copies of the Carrere and Hastings
Plan. This report had been submitted to the Commission on the City Plan On
February 15, 1911. In the foreword of this report, the City Engineer stated
that "there was a great need of an intelligent, comprehensive City Plan as a
guide to future developments and improvements," and "that this report which
is destined to have a beneficent and far-reaching influence on this growing
community, would also stand as a model in City Planning for American cities,"
The experts themselves noted that a city must be considered as a great machine
having a most intricate organism and a most complex function to perf or~. It
must be so well planned and put together and run that as an engine it shall
produce the maximum of efficiency in every direction, with the least expense
and friction. Another interestin<;1 comment \'JUS that "city planning was a most
Vital probem, not only because cities were unscientifically planned and were
unscientifically administered, but because of the tremendous expansion of our
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cities owing to the spread of knowledge and civilization and the consequent
desire' of every citizen for the advantages and attractions of urban life in
preference to the hardships and loneliness of rural habitation." The experts
mentioned SO years as a reasonable limit for which their plans might be conceived. They made no prophecy as to the extent of growth in area or in population of the City of Hartford. They recommended that to make the physical
plan effective, a long-term financial plan also be prepared on parallel lines
with the working program. The 91 page report of the professional planners
urged that a board of experts be estCJ.blished and that all technical matters connected with the develo1=-ment of the city should be referred to this board for
study and for a report. At first it was suggested such a board co'...lld be composed
of the City Engineer, a consulting architect, and a city statistician (who would
head a proposed Bureau of Statistics). This suggestion was advocated in Hartford since the people, by referendum, decided on many improvements. The experts stated their recommendation in this manner:
"The mere discussion of a contemplated improvement through the
press or by citizens, without correct information, develops prejudice and encourages local feeling as against the interest of the
community at large and is apt to narrow and distort the whole point
of view, which would hardly be the case if the discussion were
preceded by an authoritative statement of the Board of Experts based
on statistics and correct scientific principles and knowledge."
The 1911 Commission on the City Flan made no comment on this
proposal, nor on any of the other improvements and modifications. The professional planners stated that" P.artford possessed many of the best features
of an efficient, well-organized, and well-ordered city plan, but that it needed
some corrections to make it one of the best planned and, in time, one of the
most attractive cities in the couritry." One suggestion made was that the city
could develop a civic center by connecting Hartford's two monumental groups the State Buildings in Bushnell Park and the various group of public buildings
on Main Street- by a dignified mall, or parkway. The experts stated that
through the city's power of excess condemnation this improvement would pay
for itself, or possibly the State would be willing to bear the expense. London
and Paris were cited as examples for this type of central layout. Another
recommendation was that the two blocks bounded by Union Place and by Church,
High, and Asylum Streets be condemned and added to the space occupied by the
Railroad Station. Asylum Street was suggested to be widened in either of two
ways; first, by setting back the building line on one or both sides of the street,
preferably the south side, or secondly, to move the street line to the present
building line and carrying the sidewalks under arcades. Another scheme cited
by this plan was to create radial and circular boulevards. These, the experts
stated, "would not only solve tQe cross-town problem, but will act as fire stops
and, at the same time, unify the Fark System." Besides this inner and outer
boulevard, the plan called for a Park River Boulevard and a Connecticut River
Boulevard. This system of boulevards, according to this report, 11 Will go
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far towards correcting a cramped feeling due to a uniformed system of
standard streets." It was also stated by these experts that "the most important element in laying out a general scheme of improvement and street
extension is the establishment of the main arteries of traffic." They claimed
r-:artford' s present street system offered numerous opportunities of connecting
existing streets to form obviously necessary through-streets. The experts not
only agreed with the proposition by the Superintendent of Parks (a member of
the Plan C:ommission) that the Eartford side of the Conn12cticut River should be
improved, but the east side too,

Other problems that the Plan Commission had

asked the experts to study were included in this report either by direct recor.tr:jendc.tions or included in other suggestions offered,
Commission Fails to Aoprove Expert's Proposal
The Plan Commission never discussed the comprehensive plan as a
unit. Some of the proposed maps were loaned to other communities or to
Eartford ag12ncics. These exhibitionary requests \'Jere sanctioned by the Commissioners. The City Engineer, i'·:ir. Frederick L. Ford, resigned in 1911, and
wus succeeded by i<r. Roscoe Clark. In the fifth annual report for the year
ending i\larch 31, 1912 this new Commissioner as secretary for the Commission
had this to say about the Carrere and Hastings Plan:

-

''However idealistic these plans seem, whatever difficulties
may interfere with carrying them out in detail, however strongly
they may be objected to, they yet illustrate the important principles of city planning and afford us a broader and clearer vision
of v;hat our city needs."
It was further stated in this report "that plans for the development of large
tracts of land in the northern and southern sections of the city have been
prepured along lines suggested by this report, and these results are worth
more to Hartford than the expense of procuring the report." The Engineering
Department also prepared a proposed arrangement of streets of some land west
of Blue Hills Avenue.
This fifth annual report of the Commission's activities contained for
the second time a special report. A special committee composed of the City
Engineer, the Superintendent of Parks, and an outside member, the Superintendent of Streets, had made a report on the Park River. The professional
'
planners, Carrere
and Hastings, previously had described this secondary
river as "a muddy stream polluted by refuse." ?-.1any citizens had expressed
a similar opinion that something be done about this problem in not so polite
terms. i'he idea proposed by the planning agency of covering the river was
not rejected because of the high cost of construction or the possibility of the
danger of floods, but because th,is river "skirting" Bushnell Park had scenic
values that would be destroyed. Since the two representatives of the Park
Board, the president and the superintendent, were so emphatic that the river
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should not be covered but left alone, the report was turned over to the Park
Commission. There is no record that the Park Commission did anything about
this report.
The ?Ian Commission concluded this fifth annual report with this
acknowledgment:
"Thus far, the vvork of the Coml7l.ission bus been \vholly
concerned \'lith routine matters referred to it by the Common
Council. It is apparent, however, to close students of
municipul growth that such a Comwission has opportunity
to tal~e the initiative in construction work by ascertaining
the City's needs along various general lines of benefit to
its inhabitants such as sanitation, economics, transportation,
circulation of traffic, etc."
The Plan Commission made the stu.tement tha.t it was their intention to consider
these matters and mab~ recommendations and rc:ports to the Council from time
to time.
Summary Reports Discontinued in 1913.
From April, 1912 to April, 1913 the Plan Commission held 18 regular
and special meetings. The Council appropriated $1,200.00 to the Plan Commission for a special plan on the Hucksters i'.-iarket made by the Engineering
Department, of which all but $31.03 was used. The minutes of the City Plan
agency contains little information us to why this plan was handled in this
manner. The sixth annual report did not ·contain any explanation either. This
report was discontinued after 1913, but there is no comment in the Commission's
minutes that foretold of this new ·policy of stopping these summary reports. The
Commission's budget was reduced to $500.00 in April, 1913 but here again no
statement was recorded in regard to this cut. One significant fact noticed in
1913 was that the City Plan Commission discussed at its meeting for the first
time the construction details. At the request of the City Engineer, the Plan
Commission notified the Council that it favorGd the use of vitrolite rather than
marble for the construction of the $22,000.00 Public Comfort Station.
Public Attends i.:cetings in 1914 and 1915
During the 1913-1914 period the Commission only expended $160.00
of its $500.00 allotment. The next year in April, 1914 the Plan Commission's
budget was reduced to $300.00. In 1914 the Commission on the City Plan
became the "Hearers" for the proposed depot. The old Railroad Station had
been destroyed by fire and a public hearing was called to consider its replacement. The minutes for that year -ere full of quotations made at these meetings
in regard to the various public opinions. The majority of them were expressions
thot the Railroad Company should build a large station in Hartford, and it should
not just replace the former one. In this year the attendance by the Commissioners
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was noticeably excellent. The Commission did not make any report or
submit any plan to the Council concerning this new depot. At no time did
'
they submit for reconsideration the suggestions made in the Carrere
and
Hastings Plan in regard to an improved railroad station. V/hatever action
the city made, there was no follow-up comment made in the minutes of the
Plan Commission later.
In the January 19, 1915 meeting, the Plan Co!Clmission approved
of the annexation of the property owned by the Glue Hills Irnprovemci:t Society.
Over SO members of this neighborhood attended the Commission's meeting and
requested the Plan Commission to favor their request so that this subdivision
might become a part of Hartford and enjoy the benefits and necessities that
the town of Bloomfield could not supply.

In April, 1915 the Council gave the Commission $300.00 for its
annual expenses, and a special allotment of $2,500.00 which was labeled for
the East Side Improvement. (It took a careful search to find out just what this
money was to be used. to do.) The Commission turned back over $2,100 .00,
using the remainder to build a fence near the Bulkeley Bridge. (These facts
were obtained by the cost ledgers kept by the City Engineering Department for
the Commission, and not in the minutes of the Commission.) The minutes for
most of the period from 1915 to 1918 contain little evidence that would indicate that the City Plan Commission did anything but the business referred to
it by the Common Council. Some regular meetings were postponed because
not even a quorum was present. Most of the former budget had been spent in
sending the City Engineer to the National Planning Conferences. However,
in 1917 the City Engineer recommended that this annual trip to the convention
be dropped. In 1918 and 1919 the Commission spent one-tenth of its annual
$200.00 appropriation. In 1917 the Chamber of Commerce requested the Plan
Commission to advise the Counc{l on the need of erecting signs advertising
the city.
In 1917 Meadows Development Chief Problem
There was one noticeable matter that was considered the Commission's
concern that was apparent in 1917. At the August 28th meeting that year. the
City Enginc:cr requested the planning agency to consider the construction of
dikes and a boulevard along the Connecticut River. At the November meeting
the City Engineer suggested that the River ivieadows should be developed
around a carefully thought out plan. He recommended that the city should
consider condemning the whole area so that this part of the city could be planned systematically. On December 17th the Commission authorized the appraisal
of this meadow land at a cost not to exceed $100.00. The local appraisers told
the 1918 Plan Commission that even though the present value of the "meadow
land" had only little value, the~construction of dikes would give this property
a high valuation, and that under no circumstances should the city sell this
property that might be invaluable for future usage.
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In the Fall of 1919, the Council turned over 92 acres in the South
Meadows that had been used by the Street Department as a burial ground for
city horses, to the newly formed Aviation Committee. There is no mention
of this transuction by the Plan Commission. This tract, alongside of the river,
was quicl:ly converted into a flying field. In November, 1920, four days after
the five-member Aviation Commission \vas approved by the State Legislature,

the Chamber of Commerce requested the Common Council to establish a special
committee to study the development of the North und South !'.'icadows.

The

Mayor discussed this proposal with the Plan Cor:tmission at this time. He
stated that space must be left in this area to provide for the construction of a
sevvage filtration plunt. The Commission also hcurd a talk at this meeting given
by a representative of the Aerial Camera Corporation. A special offer of $1,000.00
to map this urea by aerial photography was rejected by the i·Jlayor because of lack
of funds. There is no record stating any of the Commission's comments as to the
establishment of the Hartford i\·ieadows Development Committee, a special citizen board appointed by the /1.1ayor on i·'iay 3, 1921.
Several Requests Considered
On December 22, 1919 the Council asked the Plan Commission to
investigate the possibilities of a downtown subway for Hartford. The next time
this subject was mentioned was at the November 15, 1921 plan meeting. At. this
time, a Trinity College professor presented his plan for a subway which was to
run under Asylum Street from the Railroad Station to Hain Street. This professor
(whose name was Dadourian) felt that the Plan Commission was making a mistake by not recommending that his plan be adopted.
At the Plan Commission's September 22, 1922 meeting, the suggestion
was made that part of Bushnell Park be used for a public parking station. One
of the Commission members, who· was the Superintendent of Parks, made a
report in which he stated that the city should provide space for the parking of
2, 000 cars for every 100, 000 people. He recommended that the city should buy
two 3-acre tracts near Hain Street, and not us.c the park land. The proposal
was tabled for further study but was never considered again.
Since 1918 the Jl:7ayor had assumed the role of spokesman for the Commission. Whereas previously the City Engineer, as secretary to the Planners,
introduced the business, the r\'iayor in 1918 took more interest in planning
matters than any of his predecessors. This officer not only presented the
requests of the Common Council, but was looked upon as the instigator of
general planning matters. Several times the ~.iuyor cited the need for better
attendance. ,Finally, at his suggestion, the Commission on March 22, 1921
voted that regular meetings would be held on the third Tuesday of each month.
Sometimes the majority of the Commission would approve of an action but would
table it because the Mayor was· not present. An example of this happened at the
f..1arch meeting in 1923 when the request was made by a private society (Charter

Oak Delphian) that the 10-year old Carrere and Hastings Plan be revised by
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another professional planner.
Zoning Proposed in 1923
A few months later, the i1.Iayor suggGsted that the Plan Commission
should consider a zoning ordinance for Hartford. Briefly, zoning was the regulu.ting of the use of buildings, structures and land, and the height and space
about buildings by rr:.eans of dividing the city into various districts, or zones.
On July 11, 1923 the Plan Commission appointed a committee of its members
to study the possibilities. Almost a year later, in June, at the invitation of
the i'-.'iayor, the Assista!1t Corporation Counsel presented a brief review of zoning in other .~erican cities to the Commission on the City Plan. The Mayor
also spoke at this meeting and stated "the city should tal~e steps tow0rds the
proper guiding of its development along the lines laid down by this zoning
principle." He recommended that steps be talwn to educate the public on this
new field, or plan. The i'·~ayor of that year, l.iayor Stevens, was the chief promoter of zoning. In November, 1924 the f,iayor paid a leading New York City
zoning expert $250.00 for three days of consultation. In April, 1924 the Plan
Commission's budget v:as increased to $500.00, which was ten times the 1923
appropriation. The Uayor requested the other Plan Commissioners to cooperate
with the Zoning Commission. No explanation was made by what the Mayor
meant as to this Zoning Commission.
Zoning Becomes ivlain Interest in 1925
On January 25, 1925 the Plan Commission had a tentative-contract with
Herbert Swan, a New York City expert on zoning and city planning;· This professional planner promised the Plan Commission that for $9,000.00 he would
complete, within four months from the- date he was hired, the Eartford Zoning
Ordinance. Ee agreed to assume. entire responsibility for the technical work;
make a complete city-wide survey of the present uses of property; personally
educate and inform the public on the need for zoning; answer all questions at
public hearings; and make any corrections or mcxiificutions within a two-year
period. Swan, in February, told the Plan Commission that he v:ould make~ for
an additional $5,000.00, a report on the Traffic and Thoroughfare plans for
Hartford. I-Ie further stated that both reports v;ere to be a 30 to 50 year forecast.
At the beginning of 1925 the Council had requested the State Legislature to change the composition of the Commission on the City Plan .. The new
law called for the r.'iayor, who presided, and six electors of the city, none of
whom could hold any other office in the city. This law prevented any of the
other members of the city administration -- either saluried employees or
(citizen) commissioners of other agencies -- from holding office on this Commission. There is no reason stated in the minutes of the Plan Commission as
to the purpose of this new law Qoverning membership. This amendment was
adopted on ~.farch 3rd, but the new Board of Commissioners were not sworn in
until }f.ay 22, 1922, In order for the iviayor to appoint two commissioners each
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year, this (revised} Commission had terms varying from one to three years,
One of the three year term members was named chairman of the Commission.
The City Engineer was retained as secretary to this organization. At the first
official meeting on June 2, 1925 the resolution tabled in Earch, 1923 calling
for an expert to revise the Carr&rc and Hastings Plan, was reconsidered. The
Corporation Counsel announced at this meeting that un interim, or te:nporary,
law v;as in effect. Hcan\'/hile, the State Legislature had not approved us yet
the Zoning Procedure Act. This \'>rus approved June 19th.

At this time the pro-

cedure, po\'.rers, und purposes of the zoning ordinance preparation \VCre outlined.
One provision provided that there was to be a zoning commission, which might
be the City Plun Com;nission, to recOmi!lend the location of the boundaries of
the original districts and the regulations to be enforced therein. The City Plu.n
Commission just assumed this duty. In April, 1925 the City Council had
allotted $500.00 to them for expenses and $20,000.00 to cover the expert's
costs. Swan's contract for the Zoning and Traffic reports was approved on
July 17, 1925. The Plan Commission had to receive special permission from
the Board of Contract and Supply for this $14,000.00 contract on July 9th. The
Plan Commission instructed the City Engineer to obtain a set of Sanborn fire
insurance maps for the expert. On July 30th the City Engineer stated that much
extra work had been done, and was to be done, by his department. The Commission approved of the employing of a stenographer in the Engineer's office
to take the minutes of the meetings ($4.00 per session) but tabled the motion
which called for the paying of a clerk. On August 27th Swan gave a short,
infonnal talk on the zoning problems. On September 17th he presented a draft
of the proposed regulations which the Commission was advised to know before
considering the boundaries of the districts. A v,reek later, the Secretary brought
up the question as to whether the Zoning Commission was to be considere?d as a
separate organization or as a division of the City Plan Commission. On October lst the members of the Plan Commission were sworn in as official members
of the Zoning Commission, and the? ruling was made that two sets of notes should
be kept. Later in December the Plan Commission voted that special meetings
were to be held on Tuesday evenings for the hearings on the applications.
Swan and the City Plan Commission only had one disagreement regarding the text of the ordinance. Swan felt that Hartford could have "a more
sensible street plan" by changing the old practice of establishing building lines
through the city's power of eminent domain to that of the police power -- i.e.,
as a division of the Zoning Act. The City Engineer stated that it would take an
extensive field study to ascertain the present building lines or "set-backs."
The Commis sian backed the City Engineer's opinion so that this section establishing building lines (set-backs) or front yards was eliminated from the expert's proposed zoning code.
On January 11, 1926 \.he City l'lan Commission turned the proposed
ordinance over to the Standing Committee on Zoning of the Common Council.
This body unanimously commended the Plan Commission for" its fair, just,
and non-partisan attitude in the preparation of the zoning assignment." The

Council adopted the Zoning Ordinance on February 8, 1926,
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Expert's Population Predictions L1ost Optimistic
Both of Sw·an' s reports -- the Zoning Study and the Traffic and
Thoroughfare Plan -- v1cre based on his predictions that the future population would be a continuation of the past growth, For example, the population
in 1860 was 10,000; 100,000 in 1910; in 1920 em estimate of 140,000. This
prophecy is quoted in the Traffic Report (page 9) us follows:
The present population (1926) is estimated at
In 1933 is esti;nuted at
In 1940 is estimutcd at
In 1950 is estimated at
In 1960 is estimated at
In 1980 is estimated nt

165' 000
210,000
250,000
310,000
350,000
110,000

The population of the towns immediately adjacent to Hartford was estimated to
jump from the 19 20 estimate of 3 5, 23 9 to G3, 4 30 in 1 S40, and to 1OS, 000 in
l£80. The 1926 estimate of the number of automobiles per person was one to
every 6 .S people. Swan figured that by 1940 it would be one automobile to
every three persons.
Note:

It might be noted that these estimates of future
growth made by the Consultant for the City Plan
Commission had a direct effect on the Zoning
Plan as intensive developments, particularly business and apartments, were forecasted. Its
purpose in the Traffic Plan was indirect, as it
was used as an argument for improvements needed
for the predicted increase in traffic .

.
The City Plan Commission made no attempt to question their consultant's
estimates. The Commission had a few joint meetings with their consultant
but for the greater part, the expert was given a free hand in the Zoning and
- 'ffir Plans.
Bad Tra_ffic Conditions are Result of Bad Street Plan
Swan, in his report to the Commission on the City Plan, presented
his picture of the existing traffic problem. He stated: ";·,~aladjustments in
the street plan are directly reflected in traffic conditions throughout the city."
He recommended that since the high valuations on Asylum Street and Pearl
Street prevented any drastic widening, the city at once should consider building a new proposed parkway from Asylum Street to Hudson Street which would
become the approach to a new proposed Connecticut River Bridge at the foot
of \'.'yllys Street. This improvement suggested also that the Park River should
•
be shifted or put into a conduit. It was implied that the scenic value of the
river through Bushnell Park should give way to this vital traffic necessity.
(In 1911 the Commission on the City Plan had, as had been stated, considered
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a similar plan.) It also might be noted that in 1923 the-c-ouncil had instructed
the Street--eommission to have definite plans for the irrlprOv"ement of the Park
River, This resolution was referred to the City Engineer, who made a report
on December 19, 1923, recommending that the river be covCred from Hudson
to Prospect Streets. A recommendation was made by Swan that the city take
steps to acquire the property before it was enhanced in value by the improvement. Another fundamental purt of the plan was to establish several parallel
traffic routes to relieve the congestion on Main Street. Farmington and Asylum

Avenues were both suggested to be widened to a width of 100 feet. The south
side of Asylum Street from Ivlain Street to High Street should be widened, Swan
also stated, despite the payment of the building damage. In regard to dikes,
the report noted that a dike should be built from the Colt Company Dike to the
VVeathersfield Cove just as soon as there muy be sufficient demand for industrial development in the Meadows to justify the initial expenditure.
Council Doesn't Adopt Commission's City Plan
This report was submitted and accepted by the City Planning Commission in April, 1926. On May 16th, ten days before the plan was released to
the public, the Corporation Counsel who had been invited to enlighten the Plan
Commission on its powers, stated that the legal authority of the Commission
made its duties advisory, and not administrative. A few days later, the Plan
Commission had a joint meeting with the Traffic Committee of the Police Board.
At this session the two boards discussed little details such as the re-routing
of trolleys, the pros and cons of traffic signals, etc. On June 14th the Plan
Commission receivGd word that the Swan Plan had been received and accepted
by the Common Council. On October 11th the Council alloted $2,000.00 to the
Commission to publish 2, 000 copies of the report. Y./hen these were distributed
in January, 1927 the Council requested the newspapers to describe the plan as
the "proposed plan of the Commission on the City Plan's consultant." However,
at the Commission's meetings in 1926 and 1927, the planners preferred to call
it the Street Plan, or the Second City Plan of Hartford. One of the commissioners
suggested that the Council should adopt it as an official city map. On June 28,
1927 the Corporation Counsel sent a ruling to the Plan Commission that the Swan
Plan should be kept in the background and only used when the occasion arose;
that the Plan Commission should only report what the Common Council requested
it to review. After this, the Plan Commission never considered the plan as a
unit.
The closing of the Park River was the fuvorite topic in 1927; but no
action was ever taken by the Commission. Growing out of a discussion on
traffic problems with a representative of the Chamber of Commerce, the Plan
Commission had approved of the extension of Ann Street across Bushnell Park.
(One of the ideas proposed by Swan to relieve the congestion of through traffic.)
On December 27, 1927 a joint meeting with the Park Board ended in complete
disagreement between these two agencies. The Park Board felt that the park
land should not be spoiled by crosscuts.
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In April, 1928 the Council__ha_d appropriated $500,00 to the Commission which was a raise of $200--.-0-G-from the previous year. i\t the June l4ttr--meeting, a communication was rece1ved from the l·,'Iayor transmitting iJ. letter
from the Building Supervisor regarding the tightening up or amending of certain
sections of the Zoning Ordinance. fl. committee wus composed of the City
Planners, some representa~ivcs of the Building Department, and the Zoning
Board of Appeals to study this matter. This joint committee submitted its
report which the Council adopted on January 31, 1929.
Other Agencies Activities Affected City Plannina
During !928 and 1929 several important activities affecting city planning in Hartford had taken place. It might be stated that the information for
these happenings were obtained through other sources and were not apparent
from anything that the City Plan Commission had done. The Hartford flying
field which, when created in 1919, had been considered a fad or frill, had
developed by 1928 to be a recognized municipal service. The State in 1923
had constructed some buildings to house a squadron of National Guard flyers,
and in 1929 the State had built a $30,000.00 headquarters to house the State
Aeronautics Department. Private commercial interests also had established
flying schools. In 1929 the City of Hartford appropriated $396,091.00 to purchase additional land, which increased its acreage to 419 (its present size).
Previously, in November, 1927 a sudden severe storm caused the river to rise
to 30 feet and flood not only the aviation field in the South Meadows, but
property in the V/indsor Street section. The City Plan Commission did not pay
any attention to this flood damage. However, the aviation authorities agitated
for dike protection which climaxed in the City Council~ s action in appropriating
$1 million on April 3, 1928 "for the constructing a dike along the west bank of
the Connecticut River from \'Vawarme Avenue southerly to the city line, together
with necessary draining regulating devices, including a pumping station." This
Clark dike, named after the City Engineer, gave this section of the city flood
protection of 32.5 feet. In 1929 the Charter was amended abolishing the Hartford N!eadows Commission and transferring the powers on dikes to the Council
and the Street Board. This amendment also approved the additional expense of
not over $500, 000.00, without the reference to the voters for flood control.
(Old Charter Sections No. 107 and No. 108 - 20 State Law 782 1,2,3.)
Regional Planning Commission Established in 1929
In January, 1929 the General Assembly established the charter of the
Metropolitan District. The original membership was made up of the City of
Hartford and the towns of Bloomfield, Newington (did not include two small
water companies, privately owned) \rVethersfield, and VIindsor. It was hoped
that other communities situated within this one natural watershed and community
of interest would be added to the scope of the District. VVest Hartford and East
Hartford weren 1 t made members at their own request. The first Journal noted:
"The problems of water, sewerage, and through highways, together with regional
planning as distinct from local planning can best be served by semi-local
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corporations which we have called metropolit<:m districts." {underlining is
mine ... ) Quoting further from this-l!l30 report - "These districts must
include at least one large city surrounded by tovms vvhose destinies must
lie with the mother city." The District Board was composed of 20 members
and was to be nonpartisun. The actual operution was through the Vfater Bureau
and the Bureau of Public V/orks, with an advisory commlssion on regional }Jlanning studying and advising and fitting each uctual operation into one great
regional plan. This Regional Planning Commission was to be composed of the
manager of the Public V/orks Bureau (which v;as to be, at first, the Hartford
City Engineer), the manager of the '/later Bureau, two members of the District
Board, and two electors of the district, neither of whom shall hold any other
office in the district govcmment, who shall be appointed by the District Board
for two years. This regional agency had the same powers as the Hartford Commission on the City Plan. The first major business of this organization (February 3, 1930) was a discussion over the possibility of hiring an expert to
assist in the physical questions involved in regional planning, and especially
in the consideration of the physical questions connected with the transfer of
public works functions. One of the commissioners suggested i\Ir. Swan, the
City Planning Commission's consultant in 1926, as a possible professional
planner since he was familiar with the planning of Hartford, VIethersfield, and
Bloomfield. It might be noted that Swan, in the Traffic Report, had recommended
that Hartford should ask for legislative powers in the regional planning of thoroughfares. At this meeting were representatives of the Common Council, and
the Editor of the Hartford Times. Mr. Swan attended a Regional Planning Commission meeting in June, 1926 to discuss this thoroughfare problem. Mr. Swan
was not engaged as an expert, however, the Randolph Company of Toledo, was
engaged to make a precise survey of the District which would furnish the control
for detailed maps. The Regional Planning Commission was given an appropriation of $!5,000,00 on january l, !93!.

The work of this Regional Planning Commission is a study in itself.
This information has been mentioned only to show that this organization was
established, and that planning of a regional nature has affected the City of
Hartford. The City Plan Commission in December, 1928 received a communication from this organization asking for cooperation. An analysis of this regional
nlanning commission's work will be made in the summary of this report.
Finance Board Notes Evils of Lack of Planning
The Board of Finance's message to the Council in February, 1929
showed that this organization had given some serious thought to the city planning problems. Here they stated their opinion as follows:
"Ten years have passed since the close of the \\1orld V/ar. The City
of Hartford faces the effects of this war in that improvements which
would normally have been undertaken in the past have been postponed. The situation is a serious one and challenges the best
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economic thought of the community. V/e have heard the
viewpoint of the manufacturers; we are aware of the increasing number of foreclosLrres."

The finance consultants condemning the City for following the line of least
resistance as far as its growth was concerned, felt that as a result the City
was suffering, for they also cited these requests:
"V/e must have school buildings und more of them; better roads
must be built; expenditures are justified in public health service
and hospitalizution; an ample supply of pure water must be provided for; police protection, fire protection, garbage collection,
parks, playgrounds, swimming pools, libraries and other works
of peace are increasing mere rapidly than is the growth of the
population."
The Commission on the City Plan made no attempt to get on the "band wagon"
and support this planning and development program that the Finance Boaid
considered essential. Nor did the Finance Board suggest that the City Planning Commission should make any proposed plan to help carry out these designs.
During that year {1929} conferences were held by the Plan Commission and the
Committee of the Chamber of Commerce to discuss the enclosing of the Park
River between Prospect and Hudson Streets, and making general suggestions
to improve the conditions in the east side of the city wherein real estate
values were declining. No definite action resulted from these discussions.
1930 Commission Considers New Program
In December, 1929 the City Plan Commission membership was practically new as the P.~ayor had made four new uppointments. The other two
commissioners had only been in office since June, 1929. This action was
due to a general law that had been passed changing the time of appointment
from June 1st to the third Tuesday in December {20 S.L. 1028 or Old Charter
No. 149). This new organization passed a resolution that meetings were to
be held on the third Tuesday of each month at 7:45p.m. The main business
in the first three months of 1930 was the attempt to work out a definite program
of activity. At a special meeting on March 11th, f.~r. Flavel Shurtleff. Secretary
of the National Conference on City Planning, gave the Plan Commission an
instructive talk on methods to make the Hartford agency more active. The president of the Commission was named a committee of one to contact other city
planning commissions to learn of their progress and programs. As part of this
new program, the Plan Commission started to study the Columbia Gardens
Development t;act located in the South Meadows. This subdivision contained
many dwellings which were termed by the press as unfit for housing. The
Council of Social Agencies were contacted by the Plan Commission to correct
the problems. The Council informed the Plan Commission that the condition
was not caused by social problems alone, but was due to unsanitary conditions.
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At another time the Plan Commission had a joint meeting with the Park Board.
The Park Board turned down the Commission's suggestion of condemning the
subdivision and using it for an addition to Colt Park. The Plan Commission
dropped this problem, and started a study of the so-called "Diners." The Plan
Commission voted that these "Diners" should be treated by the Board of Appeals
similar to the method used in determining the location of gas stations. The
Corporation Counsel blocl:ed the passage of this ordinance by cluiming that
such a classification was discrimination against one type of restaurant.
In 1931 the special business of the Plan Commission W.JS insignificant,
The Commission's definite intentions of activity wo.s forgotten. There was no
repe.Jting of the 1930 platform calling for an active program and a bread outlook.
The 1931 minutes were very brici. There vras a record that the Commission sent
a ccmmunication to the Council recommending that the proposed Post Office site
be zoned Business No. 2, rather than Light Industrial, but there was no comment
on the result.

The Commission's $400.00 (1931) budget was reduced to an even
$100.00 in April, 1932. This drastic curtailment was apparent in all departments.
At the February meeting a proposed Engineering Department plan showing a
possible arrangement of streets in the South f.'Ieadows was studied. In iVlarch
the Plan Commission was notified that the State Bridge Co!7lmission was int~r
ested in constructing a new bridge over the Connecticut River on the south part
of Hartford. In May, the Plan Commission reviewed the bridge plans and noti.• ..,..; the State Commission that the plans were considered incomplete since they
did not include street changes and readjustments that would be necessary in
Hartford. In September, the Hartford Hospital petitioned the Plan Commission
to change the approach of the bridge from Charter Oak Avenue further south to
V/awarme Avenue. The necessary communicution was forwarded to the State
agency and this change was approVed.
Engineering Department Gives Special Assistance
On February 21, 1933 the Plan Cor.1mission had a group photograph
made for a publicity stunt. The Deputy City Engineer who for 20 years had
attended the Plan Commission's meetings, presented to the Commission three
sketches. One of them indicated the extent of the frontage of the Connecticut
River owned by the City; another showed the extent and location of all parking
stations in Hartford; while the third was a map of the city on which had been
indicated all the streets which had been accepted, \videned, or extended after
consideration by the Commission. In !.~arch, the City Plan Commission held a
joint meeting with the Regional Planning Commission (of the )'.1etropolitan District). These two planning bcx:::l.ies discussed such problems as sewerage disposal, the precise survey for the District maps, highway and sewer layouts in
Wethersfield, and the Vine Street extension. The South I'vieadows was also on
the agenda, but it was felt that since so much of this area was the concern of
the Aviation Commission that this matter should be left in its "hands.,. In
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April, 1933 the City Plan Commission's budget was reduced to $50.00, which
was just enough to buy the badges for the new members - usually t\'.ro a year.
Since 1927 all Plan Commissioners were presented badges to identify themselves,
The Plan Commission expenditures for 1931 and 1932 had averaged less than
$100.00. The Commission made no earnest effort to secure more of a budget.
The Engineering Department furnished the Commission with not only sor.1e of its
personnel on a part-time bc.sis, but various maps. No attempt was ever made
to u.sscss the Commission for these services. Hmvcvcr, in the case of the
Commission on Reoional Planning, direct charges \'!Cre transferred to the :~.ietro
politan District.
In 1934 zoning constituted th0 main business of the Plan Commission.
At the january meeting a private society termed "The Friends of Hartford''
petitioned the City Plan Commission to oppose a gas station on Farmington
Avenue and !:larshall Street. In t,1arch one of the commissioners drew up a
resolution requesting that the City Plan Commission be given more power over
zoning changes. A sub-committee was appointed to contact the Corporation
Counsel. The newspapers spoke of the Plan Commission as one of the protectors
of zoning. However, the Commis sian could only send communications to the
Council. In January of this year the Commission went on record as favoring
the survey on slum clearance. No mention was made in the Commission's
records as to this action by the l\·Iayor in establishing this citizen's committee,
merely that the survey be sponsored. The Health Board had endorsed it previously. In 1935 the Mayor had the F.E.R.A. (forerunner to the W.P.A.) make
a traffic study. Ho record of even a rubber stamp approval was made of this
activity.
Present Supervisor, as Commissioner, Gives Advice
In 1935 the Commission's present super.risor, Herbert Gibson, was
made a Plan Commissioner. He had been the architectural consultant to the
Slum Clearance Committee. At the June meeting cf the Plun Commission, i\,ir.
Gibson submitted a brief general review of the Plan Comr.1ission' s history. He
suggested that a private local firm should be hired to make a $3,500.00 plan
for Hartford. He also criticized the Plan Commission by saying:
"As a result of prolonged inactivity, we find ourselves today not only
suffering from political atrophy (luck of grovrth) but apparently shorn
of the ability to use those powers specifically granted to this body
in the Charter of Hartford."
He also spoke of the need for better zoning; and cited the advantages of a
city plan.
In 1935 City Given the Right to'I-:ave Capital Budget
In January, 1936 the Plan Commission submitted a prepared schedulP.
of what !t considered as necessary improvements. The Commi!>sion' s recommended
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)rogram include the following:

$3,500,000.00

1,

A new bridge

2.

Shore Drive - extended north and south
as through highway

3,000,000.00

3.

State Street widening und Parkway

2,000.000.00

4;

Hooker J\·:cmorial - at intersection of
State Street and Shore Drive

l,SOO,OJO.OO

5.

N cw upprouch to Airport

1,000,000.00

6.

i'.'iunicipul Airport - special plan for
dcvelopment needed

7.

Incinerator - cited as modem method
for refuse disposal
Total of Proposed Y.'orking Progrum

750,000.00
300 000.00
$!2,050,000.00

The reason the Commission prepared this list of improvGments wos that in 1935
the State Legislature in a special act (Chapter 535) gave the city permission to
have a capital expense budget. This law did not give the Plan Commission any
power to submit any program as the power was delegated to the Board of Finance
and to the Common Council. The Board of Finance was also authorized to make
the various city departments submit annually the estimates of the needs of their
departments in the nature of capital expenditures, and the costs thereof, for the
ensuing ten years. Provision was also made for an annual levy of a tax not less
than one mill nor more than one and one-half mills for the establishment of a
capital expenditure and major improvement reserve. In January, 1936, Gibson
was named president of the Plan Commission. In commenting upon tl-J.s list of
planning nGeds he stated at this time:
"It is obvious that such a long-term program requires the cooperation of other departments whose activities in a city-wide
program nrc of doubtful value unless ~hey are performed with a
definite relationship to each other, and with the ultimate aim the City Plan."
This suggestion for a city plan was repeated at several meetings in 1936 by
Mr. Gibson. Sometimes he spoke of it as a general l~ey control, but more
often as a" Master Plan." He stated that a city plan should be an expression
of the will of the community as to how it intended to use its natural resources
and to develop the physical area of Hartford. He did not mention ways or
means for its production. The Plan Commission's request for a $4,000.00
appropriation to prepare these studies as a basis of a master plan was denied.
The Commission's president was the main supporter. Sketches of the State
Street widening were suggested £o the Commission by a local architectural
firm, but no definite action was ever tal~en.
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Serious Flood in- 1936 Leads to Dike Construction
In :.1arch, 1936 Hartford suffered from the worst flood in the city's
history. The Council created the Hartford Disaster Emergency Committee of
which the Mayor was to act as chairman, and the Chamber of Commerce was
to act for the Committee as the distribution agency. This Committee's main
work was the preparation of a bulletin sho\/ing the manner in which uny future
emergency \Vas to be handled. In April, 1936 the )iayor, upon <3 resolution of
the Council, appointed 11 members who, w·ith himself, were known as the
Flocd Investigation and Improvcr.,ent Commission. Gecuuse this flood had
been caused by the sudden melting of snov.r in Vermont and New Hampshire
(the headwaters of the Connecticut River) the federal government's \h.Tar Department (Bure<'lu of PJvers) agr0ed to furnish flocd control protection by building
res~rvoirs in these other states as well as dikes ulong the Connecticut River.
The City Plan Commission made no comment on the creation of these two new
advisory boards.
Disagreements Over Technical J'l.dvice and Assistance
In December, 1936 Gibson, in an annual report to the Plan Commission,
suggested that this agency needed a full-time executive secretary, although the
detailed work plans. drawings, etc., would be continued to be done by the
Engineering Department. The need for an additional Connecticut River bridge
was also discussed at this time. The Board of Finance authorized, as of
April, 1937 the $4,000.00 appropriation. In granting this money the Board
stated: "It was felt that either this Commission should receive an adequate
appropriation or it should be abolished." Other than approving of the hiring
of the City Engineer's secretary to keep a set of minutes ($5. 00 per meeting)
the Commission did not come to any definite decision as to how this allotment
was.;to be used. Gibson wanted to hire a local firm as consultant to the Planning Board; another commissioner favored an outside expert; while the City
Engineer felt that his department should be the recipient of any additional funds.
In February the Commission's president made the statemGnt that "a
great deal of what v:e would like to do is endOrsed by the Flood Commission."
In April the Commission gave some attention to the business of becoming a
better coordinating board. It ordered the City Engineer to send formal communications to several agencies which it considered as possible aids in the planning procedure. Gibson, its president, was the authcr of most of these recommendations. He stated that the Board of Education should submit to the Plan
Commission its immediate and future school building program; that city
property should not be sold until the Plan Commission had an opportunity to
study its future possibilities; that the city should abandon the practice of leasing property without a 90 day recapture clause, and that the Street Commission
should notify them of any cont~mplated plan to widen or extend any streets,
The Commission also requested the Zoning Board to notify them ahead of time
of any proposed adjustment rather than to send them a post card of their action.
In May the Mayor requested that the state law forbidding the appointment of
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any plan commissioner holding an elective or appointive office in the city
government should be removed as he felt that the appointment of a Park Commissioner as a member of the Planning Commission was desirable. This was
approved by the Legislature on June Bth. The reviewing of the plans made by
the Engineering Department for the flood control work was the chief business
of the Plan Commission during 1937. At one meeting, the City Engineer stated
that the Army plans for adequate flood protection of the Park River called for a
45 foot dike. He presented plans to the Commission that this river should be
put in an underground conduit which should be constructed straight across the
Bushnell Park area . .'\ftcr 1~.·iarch 28, 1937 when the State Legislature, through
a special act, established the Flocd Commission, the Commission on the City
Plan did not have anything directly to do with the flood control business. This
newer agency was given permission to spend $5 million and wus authorized to
employ a necessary staff which included its own executive-secretary.
In September, Gibson, the Plan Commission's prexy, again voiced his
opinion that the planning agency should have an executive-secretary, or director.
He advanced himself as a candidate for this position. The City Engineer, Mr.
Ross (Mr. Clark had died during the summer) said that if the Commission had
any available money ($3, 800.00 unexpended) that the Engineering Department
could obtain better benefits than by any other method. The commissioners
listened to the opinions expressed, but never took any definite action. At the
November 16th meeting the Commission announced that its president, Mr.
Gibson, was going to resign and that they were naming him part-time supervisor at a salary of $1, 200.00 a year, effective January 1st. N. the December
meeting, Gibson read a 10-page report in which he reviewed the Commission's
past record in regard to city plans, as well as remarking that a revision of the
zoning ordinance was urgently needed.- At the first meeting of the Commission
in January, 1938 the planners voted to pay the $150.00 a month salary of one
of the junior engineers of the Engineering Department who would be assigned
to them for special work. In April the Commission's budget was reduced to
$3,000.00, but no comment was made on this cut from the year before. At
most of the meetings both the City Engineer and the Supervisor gave advice to
the planning agency. A1 the September 28th m.eeting the City Engineer presented
a Vacant Lot Survey which his department had made, Although much interest was
expressed by the fact that Hartford had much available land besides that of the
Meadows, no action was taken. The public interest was turned to the flood
control work, as in September the Connecticut Rlver again threatened to flood
the east side of the city. By sandbagging the Colt Dike to equal the height of
the reconstructed Clark Dike, this south portion of the city was saved from
damage which the city suffered in 1936. The City Planning Commission kept
itself aware of the progress of the work of the Flocx:l Commission, as the City
Engineer kept them informed as to the various plans and construction work. In
December, 1938 it noted "The Ftood Control improvements will reclaim over
1, 000 acres of undeveloped land besides improving a similar area now covered with
obsolete and cheap structures."
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In 1939 State Agrees to Build New Bridge and Highway
In February, 1939 the Supervisor suggested that a general key plan
which would tie in all the plans of the various city agencies should be prepared. The Commission, at this meeting were told by the Supervisor that the
W.P.A. might be willing to provide funds for this undertaking. However, the
City Engineer stated that his department, with an additional appropriation,
could perhaps do a better job. Several of the commissioners thought such a
control map had merit, but the proposition was soon forgotten. At the same
time the Stcte Highway Commission informed the City flan Commission that
the State v:as cor.sidcring plans to build not only a new bridge, but also an
arterial highway. The State authorities assured the City Flan agency that all
the necessary bridge approaches would be provided.
In April, 1939 the Engineering Department prepared for the Building
Inspection Department an up-to-date zoning map. This map was discussed
at one meeting of the Plan Commission. In May, the U!ayor informed the Commission that he favored having the Plan Commission review all requests for
changes in the zoning boundaries and make recommendations concerning these
changes. 'v'!hen the law was approved by the State on May 26th, the Commission
was to make these reports to the Standing Committee on Zoning of the Council.
In June, 1939 the Commission was asked to consider the approval of a site
desi.red by the Housing Authority for a low rent housing project. In September
the Commission announced that it didn't have much time to consider this location, but that the site was 100 per cent protected against any floods. In November, the executive-secretary of the Housing Authority attended the Commission's
meeting. He explained that his Board had already approved of four possible
locations, and not all the sites would be in slum areas; that his Board only
selected these sites after they were found to meet with essential requirements
such as accessibility to employment, entertainment, and shopping centers, and
to education and recreational facilities.
At the Commission's special meeting.on November 21, 1939 the City
Engineer reported that he had held a joint meeting with the representatives from
the Bridge Commission, the Flood Commission, and the State Highway Commissioner, to coordinate the city and State plans. In January, 1940 the Commission
on the City Plan drew up a resolution that their zoning boundary recommendations
should be sent to the Council directly after the public hearing by the Standing
Committee. In 1940 the Board of Finance cut the Commission's budget to
$1, 900.00, but no comment was made by the Plan Commission; no comment was
made of the Real Property Inventory and Low Rent Housing Survey which was
completed in February, 1940 by the Housing Authority. Nor did the Commission
make any comment on the Traffic Commission which had been established by the
Legislature in May 25, 1939 and had employed an executive- secretary. The
Commission's supervisor in February, 1940 only remarked "wh~tever steps taken
by the Traffic Commission, the Flood Commission, or the Street Board, final
action should not be taken without knowledge and approval of the City Plan
Commission."
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1940 Engineering Report Cites Need for Plan Commission
Some discussion was carried on at the Plan Commission's April,
1940 meeting in regard to the report made by the Engineering Department on
their history. In this report it was stuted that from January 1, 1938 to l':iarch,
1940, G9 considerations, not including zone requests or public housing
approvals, had been placed before the Plan Commission. This report noted
that city planning was an important part of the Engineering Depu.rtme;1t' s work.
It also stated thut the City Plan Commission had many ir.1portant purposes and
aims which, briefly stated, were as follows:
1.

To so guide new development that the community grows in
an orderly fashion.

2.

To study present conditions, developing new plans {when
necessary) for remedial action to take care of situations
which have arisen because of lack of adequate planning in
years past, or because of changing or unforeseen circumstances.

3,

To forestall, when possible, undesirable changes or undue
deterioration of sections of the municipality.

This Engineering report noted that the City Plan Commission, in accomplishing
these ends, must consider traffic and thoroughfare plans, the protection of
property by zoning, etc.
The Commission's supervisor, in August, 1940, presented to the
Commission his proposal for replanning Hartford's Historical Square. The sum
of $300,000.00, held in trust by the State Sculpture Commission, was to be
used to build a sculptural fountain in back of the Old State House. This beautification development was to be one of the features of the plan which Gibson
previously had advocated in 1935 to improve Eartford's State Street and Riverfront. In the summer of 1940 the Federal Government considered taking over
the city's airport - Brainard Field - to be used by the Army as a national air
base. Some discussion was made at the Plan.Commission's meetings in regard
to creating a city airport in the North i':ieadows. After much dt:Jliberation, the
Army decided instead to build this base at V'lindsor Locks.
Housing Authority Makes Review of Hartford Planning
The Hartford Eo using Authority completed a report on City Planning in
December, 1940. The executive-secretary of this organization discussed this
study With the City Plan Commission several times in the first five months of
1941. {This review was later revised and submitted to the Mayor on October 22,
1941 entitled" Planning For Hartford's Future,") In this respect the Hartford
Housing Authority stated: "The.City Plan Commission now stands as a kind of
half-hearted gesture by the people of Hartford in behalf of the principles of
City Planning." This study also noted that without a unified control that governs
and coordinates the relationship among the many physical facilities of the city,
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without plans, powers, and methods of procedure for controlling and directing changes in Hartford's physical structure, the development of the city will
be haphazard. This report suggested the outstanding needs and objectives of
Hartford planning to be:
1.
2.
3.
4.

S.

An official City Plan.
A capitul program and a capital budget.
Ad-2quute and better defined powers of the Commission on the
City Plan.
t~ closer and more responsible relationship of the Commission
on the City Plan as a consultative and reference age11cy with
the Common Council.
Adequate funds .Jnd staff for the Commission on the City Plan.

Space does not permit a further explanation of these points as outlined in this
study. The Housing Authority's executive-secretary felt that since the Authority
was owner of over $9 million worth of property, and was manager of approximately
l, 900 public dwelling units, the Authority was not departing from its ovm special
field of activity when it undertook to analyze the place of city planning in municipal administration.
Plans P.'!ade for a Capital Improvement Budget
Although the suggestion of the Capital Budget - which is defined as a
plan for the financing of a desired program of capital improvements, usually for
a period of five to ten years - was recommended by the Housing Report as an
effective instrument of citizen control, some steps had already been taken. In
1935, as has been mentioned, the State had given the city the right to have such
a budget and the City Plan Commission had made a list of the city's needs. However, nothing other than this had been done. In May, 1941 a consultant of the
National Resources Board asked the Plan Commission to consider thE7 programming
of capital improvements as a part of its regular duties. At the June meeting this
consultant informed the planners that it wasn't a question of what was needed,
but what can be afforded. The Plan Commission assigned its supervisor the task
of formulating a program of capital improvements. In order to facilitate compilation of such a list, requests were made to all the city agencies to submit statements of the capital improvements which, in their opinions, would be needed
within the next six years. In September, 1941 the supervisor announced to the
Commission that some of the agencies had been lax in returning these suggestions
and it would take some time to make any tentative proposal. The 1942-1943
budget has established one of the 32 mills (tax rate) or $380,000.00 as a capital
improvement reserve. The City Plan Commission did not have much to do with
the establishment of this credit reserve •

•
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In 1941 Zoning Problems Lead to Hiring Experts

.i

The majority of the Plan Commission's activity in 1941 centered around
zoning. In April one of ·the Council members (Lillian Malley) requested the planners to revise the zoning ordinance to bring it more in line with what was likely

.,i

to happen. In i\1ay, the Commission adopted a resolution stating that they would
oppose any relaxation of restrictions in the highest residential zones known as
"A" districts. In September the Commission udvised the Council that there was
an urgent need for this revision of not only the text of the ordinance, but the
zoning map. Some thought was given to ma!~ing a new classification between the

"B," which allows 18 families to an acre, and the "C" zones, which allow as
many as 140 families to an acre. Requests for zone changes to build some apartment houses on Asylum Avenue [Jrompted this suggestion. In their meetings the
Commission stressed the interrelationshiJ) of zoning und other governmental problems. The case of the large, one-family house on spacious lots from which owners were demanding reduced assessments and changes in zoning, was an example.
The Commission realized that spot zoning arrangements for such dwellings or
total exemption from the zoning ordinance was the wrong way to handle this problem. By October 1941 the Plan Commission was saying that zoning was only one
part of the comprehensive planning of the city. Both the Commission's supervisor
and the Housing Authority's secretary told the Commission the need for an over-all
plan for the future development of the city. At the October 21st meeting the
Deputy City Engineer stated: "In a way, the city has a master plan although it
has never been compiled in any single document or formal set of maps." He explained further that "Official maps are dated and, like the blueprint for a building,
are valueless unless put to use." The Commission's supervisor remarked that just
as many guides are needed for the construction of a building; the city needs a
highway plan, regulations governing subdivisions, the zoning plan and ordinance,
the establishment of policies and standards, etc., for their social, physical, and
economic structure. The Commission devoted many 1941 meetings to discussing
the preparation of this guide, or guides. The City Engineer proposed to the Commission that with some special help by his department a professional planner
could be hired on a per-diem basis. He felt thut this combined method was much
cheaper and better than having an outside expert make the whole plan, or having
the plans prepared without any outside assistance. He stated that the costs of
having an expert do all the work would be exorbitant and that the Engineering
Department had a vast amount of data which would be redone. That the plan was
not working from the beginning, but bringing plans up-to-date he felt would give
support to the undertaking. In November, the Commission started interviewing
professional city planners. The City Engineer stated that SS, 000 .00 was enough
to cover outside help on both a master plan and rezoning, providing additional
funds were given to the Engineering Department,
The Council in the 1942-43 budget, approved of giving $6,000.00 to the
City Plan Commission and $5,000,00 to the City Engineer's office for a survey upon
which may be based recommendations for zone changes. The meetings in January
1942 were mostly in regard to future planning for the North Meadows. The City
Engineer admitted that before any plans could be final, the question as to whether
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to use it for residential or industrial purposes must be decided. A local
engineering firm Submitted a plan at the January 20th session which proposed
to build homes for 5, 000 families. A field trip was made by the Plan Commission
on the 30th to look over the land in this 600 acre tract. During the next three
months interviews and communications were discussed with five city planning
experts. On kiay 14th the Commission announced that it had selected Mr. Flavel
Shurtleff as legul consultant, and ~·.ir. Frederick Johnson J\dams as city planning
consultcnt, to re-study zoning and other phases of its city planning program.
These experts were euch t0 rece1ve $50.00 a day for any v:ork done in Hartford,
and $25.00 a day for work done in their own offices, With a maximum of $500.00
for expenses. Swan, \'/hO bud been the consultant to the Commission in 1926,
requested $100.00 a day, plus expenses. v.rorl: has already been started on
r:1ating a land use inventory of Hartford. At the Commission's last meeting in
June, 19,11 it hus discussed with these advisors its plans to bring the city's
zoning ordinance up-to-date; the preparation of plans for the development of
land, particularly in the North Meadows which is now made useable by the completion of the Connecticut River dikes; and the comprehensive program to guide
the future growth and development of Hartford. It remains until sometime next
winter for the experts to complete these plans.
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PART Ill
SUMMAAY
Although a distinct revival of intc:rest in city planning has taken
place the last year in Hartford which should produce definite accomplishments,
the Commission on the City Plan can not be called a reul "live wire" planning
agency. t\lthough this agency has been a permanent arm of local government
for over 3 S years, Hartford planning has never attained its full stature and usefulness. l\.t the outset, it should be stated in all fairness to the Hartford Planning Commissions that a great amount of patient and laborious effort has been
spent. If this report seems to stress deficiencies and ailments rather than good
qualities - of which the Hartford Planning Commission has many - it is
because constructive criticism is the dynamic means of paving the way for
civic improvement, which is presumably the goal of all city planning.
As soon as citizens of Hartford realize that their government is a big
business, expending annually over $14 million, they will realize that an
adequate planning agency, \vith proper authority and knowledge, should be
functioning. For it is just as important for the city planning agency to judiciously
reshape the city by systematic development and redevelopment in accordance with
forward looking and intelligent plans as it is for research departments to study
and plan improvements for large corporations. The real question is not whether
we should have a planning agency, but how we can make city planning continuous, positive, aggressive, and comprehensive.

Commission Needs More Extensive Powers
There is no doubt that the City Planning Commission in Hartford has
not been successful to the extent that it was anticipated when it was first
created in 1907. The very name of the planning agency, "The Commission on
the City Plan," indicated that this special commission was to be more interested
with planning for the future grmvth, rather than in being concerned about the
evils of the city's past development. In most respects, this commission was
established to act as a clearing house for the planning activities of the other
departments. The advocates felt that the Council was usually so busy with the
day-to-day affairs of community government that they could exert but little
control over long-range objectives or the interplay of public and private activities.
They had advocated a permanent, official Planning Commission to bridge the gap
between current operation and long-term administration. They did not set up a
temporary organization, as other cities had done, for the express purpose of
preparing a city plan. Through its powers, however, it was given the right to
make any map of the city itself, or any portion thereof. It was given the further
privilege of hiring experts. In .3.ddition to this power the Council was required,
by law, (the City Planning Act) to refer all questions concerning the location of
any public building, esplanade, boulevard, parkway, street, highway, square,
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or park, to the Commission for its consideration and report before final action
was taken on such location. This report the Commission is given the right and
the duty to submit, but the Council can, by a majority vote, disregard it if it
sees fit. It might be noted that these powers \Vere made strictly advisory since,
in 1907, it was thought that if the city planning authorities were given any more
power, and therefore responsibility, the city's business would be confused and
delayed. Some cities, such as Cincinnati, Ohio have, made th12 plan commis.,.
sian's powers broudc;r by providing that if the City Council docs not follow the
u.dvice of the commission, a two-third's vote of the Council is required in order
to disregard or overrule it. Such a requirement provides for stability in the
recommendations of the PIan Commis sian without unduly dividing authority. If
the Council of Hartford would give this additional power to the present Commission, city planning administration would receive a much needed "shot in the
u.rm." Because the Council in Hartford has 20 membe-rs compared to nine in
Cincinnati, the Council here should overrule by a recorded vote of not less than
three-quarters of its entire membership. This three-quartGrs vote is now necessary in Hartford if zoning changes are opposed by 20 per cent of the property
owners whose property is near, adjacent, or across from the reqw.?sted zone
change. This requirement, effective under the Zoning Ordinance of 1926, has
been in no sense an encroachment on the legislative power of the governing body.
Thus, this new requirement would not be as drastic as it might appear to be. The
drafters of the Standard City Planning Act of 1928 (prepared by the Advisory Committee on City Planning and Zoning of the U.S. Department of Commerce) give an
excellent explanation of the need for, and justification of, this required provision.
The following quotations tal:..en from the footnotes of this act:
"Such a provision militates against husty action, when a
bare quorum might be present; and will also necessitate
full discussion and the members going on record where
important action is to be taken."
"Numerous matters are constantly before the Council for
decisi.on. SomG of them may represent a departure from
or violation of the city plan. Others ·may represent matters
upon v;hich the city plan contains no light, but v;hich
involve a major planning problem. As Council proceeds
from week to \Veel:.. with its work, pressed by all sorts of
pressures to pass this, that, or the other measure, there
is great danger that the city plan may come to be ignored
or given rather casual attention. The requirement appears
reasonable and adequate, and has worked well where it has
been adopted. It provides that in the case of any improvement in which the plcnning problem is involved, the opinion
of the planning commission must first be asked, If the plan ..
ning commission ap~oves, the Council will be free to proceed with whatever affirmative vote is required by the general
law governing it. If the commission disapproves, there naturally
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ensues a reconsideration, with probably a full discussion
between Council and Commission. Council retains the power
it should have, namely, the power to decide in the end; but
in order that this decision may be after full consideration of
the planning problem and of the relation of the proposed
improvement to other city developments, the requirement of
a two-thirds (or three-fourths) of Council is reasonable and
justified."

There are countless cases in the City Plunning Commission's history
of Hartford during the lust 35 years \'/here if this three-quarters vote had been
necessary for overruling the Commission's rccomr:1Cndutions, more effective
city planning ':JOuld have resulted, In recent ycurs there has be12n one request
for a zoning change which the property owners have not objected to, and which
have been passed by only a majority of the Council which hoppened to be present, although the Plan Commission has opj:osed. This requirement should apply
to any amendment to the zoning ordinance as \vell as any location and extent of
all public works; acceptance or vacation of all streets; the extension, location,
or size of utility structures; and the acquisition and disposal of public properties.
Since 1909 the City Plan Commission has administered rather than
advised over street layout control. Section 133 of the Old Charter provides
that all maps or plans of any land within the city showing any proposed or projected streets, or any changes thereof, shall bear the endorsement of the City
Plan Commission before being recorded in the office of the Town Clerk. This
law has a tendency to discourage the irresponsible subdivider. The public must
realize that many land developers are interested in realizing as much money as
possible, and without any platting control the subdivider may plat his property
as he chooses. Since the activities of these land dividers shape the future
community and condition, in considerable measure, thG quality of the living
and worl~ing condition of its inhabitants, the city's {Hartford) control must
extend further than just the assuming of responsibility for passing on the merits
of subdivisions in regard to street layout. It is true that the City Plan Commission
has many times recommended dimensions of lots and blocks, intersection grades,
set...,back lines, and higher zoning classifications. Although not a serious problem since nearly all the land in Hartford is developed by now, not including the
l\leadows, which would need special treatment. The City Plan Commission
should sometime consider printing a statement of basic principles and detailed
recommendations. (Possibly the Regional Planning Commission might be the
agency to publish such a pamphlet.)
The original City Planning Act included two powers which, even if they
have never been used, may prove extremely useful in the future. One of them
provided that if the Council wished, it could refer to the Planning Commission
the construction, or carrying out, of any public work not expressly within the
province of other Commissions- and Boards. The original intentions for this
assignment were closely tied up 'Nith the other privilege. This section of the
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City Planning Act provided that the City of Hartford, acting through this
Commission, or oth~?rwise, could condemn and hold more land than was
actually needed for the construction of any contemplated public improvement
so as to preseiVe the view, appearance, light, air, and usefulness of such
public works. This so-called ''incidental" condGmnation, legally known as
"Excess Condemnation" besides safeguarding the usefulness and value of the
main improvement (an essential city planning advantage) also would give the
city a chance to profit by the increase in land vr2.lucs that any public improvement made. In 1907 when the City Planning Commission \vas creJ.ted, there
'.vas muc:h tall~ of constructing dikes along the river und dev8loping both the
~Jorth and South ~-·ieadows. The North l'.ieado\·:s v:as udvanced as an ideal location for a ncv; manufacturing district. The advocates of city planning were
cautious in phrasing these two powers since such matters had a legislative
side, and questions of policy with relation to them were decided by the Council.
)/iany times during the first five years, the City Planning Commission implied
that it was not tabng advantage of these "broad" powers given to it.
Public Support Lacbng
In those early years the Commission used its annu.Jl reports as a
medium of expressing its intentions, as well as its accomplishments. The
publication of such annual formal reports was very desirable, and in many
respects, the Commission suffered when they were discontinued in 1914. As
stated in the Introduction of this report, planning is very dependent on widespread public interest and understanding. It is the lack of this public support
in Hartford that has weaLened the work of the City Planning Commission,
Advisory Pov:ers Have Failed
The review of the history of the Plan Commission has shown many
times that the iv1ayor or the Council created additional committees and commissions instead of entrusting studies to the Planning agency. Sometimes
private agencies, such as the local Chamber of Commerce have requested the
legislative body to establish new agencies in .order to solve a problem. This
was the case in 1919 when a body of citizens were selected to develop further
some of the preliminary findings and recommendations of the City Plan Commission. The City Plun Commission did not concern itself at all with the work
of this Meadow Development agency. A similar lack of cooperation v:as
apparent several other times during the City Plan Commission's history. In
some cases special commissions were formed, or public improvements were
made, which the City Plan Commission chose to ignore. For instance, the
Aviation Commission has had little dealings with the planning agency. Traffic
and parking problems have been treated mostly by special agencies. The City
of Hartford in 1939, created an interdepartmental Traffic Commission which,
in turn, has hired a full-time executive-secretary. The City Plan Commission
did have a Traffic and Thorougfifare Plan mo:1de by a consultant in 1926. His
proposed plan, which was approved by the Planning Commission, included a
basic study o{ the thoroughfare system, and developed a traffic plan in relation
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to the future city plan as a necessary element in an attack on the entire traffic
problem. This plan, which has been described already in the body of this
report, did not represent an impossible, idealistic vision, but was to be accomplished in the normal course of growth over a period of years. This 15 year plan
outlined a sequence of developments in the order of their importance. The Plan
Commission's consultant recommended the fitting of all physical improvements
into a comprehensive plan not only to produce the gre.Jtcst economic return and
social convenience from each project, but also to sradually build up a better
street system. In many respects, the consultant pre:ocnted plans that h~d been
advocc:.tec! for mu.ny years by the City E:1gincering 0cpurtment. Compared to the
Carr&re c.nd Hastings Plan also mude for the Plan Commission in 1911, the
Traffic and Thoroughfare Plan did not involve the expenditure of funds much
greater than those normally spent in physical improvements. The consultant
pointed out in the conclusion of this rGport that some of the improvements depended
on outlays by such private parties as the Railroad and Connecticut Companies,
\vhile others needed favorable action of various state agencies. Besides the
City Plan Commission, the consultant stuted in this report, the responsibility
for carrying out the program devolved upon the r.·:ayor, the Common Council, the
Street Commission and the Police Commission. It is surprising that this Traffic
Plan, upon its completion, wus regarded by the majority of the local agencies us
something foreign and strange. For the Plan Commission that had recommended
hiring this expert to make the plan in addition to the zoning ordinance, was
mostly composed of members of other city agencies. On examining the recommendations of this plan today, it can be seen that some of its features have been
carried out by the city. Yet the plan as a whole did not receive the cooperation
of other agencies. Before the report was publicly presented, the Plan Commission had one joint meeting with the Truffic Committee of the Police Commission.
13ut these two groups proceeded to haggle over petty matters instead of considering the plan in its entirety. These organizations had two different points of
view. The Planner saw the street system as constituting not only the city's
principal traffic circulatory system, but as the framework of the city. The Commission visualized the plan as a long-range solution of the city's traffic and
transportation problems, in harmony with all o~hcr features of the city's desirable development; whereas the Police Commission then in 1926 (end the present
Traffic Commission) were more interested in trying to mal:e the best possible use
of the existing street facilities. The Mayor and the Council did not tal~e any
stand in regard to the Commission's proposed solution. V\fhen the Commission
was demanding publicly that some official action be taken in regard to their
recommendations, the Corporation Counsel "put them in their place'' by ruling
that the city planning powers were strictly advisory. In a few months the Commission itself gave up the fight to convince the city officials and the public
that its ideas were the best. In numerous other cases there has existed a
vagueness as to the limits and responsibility of the Plan Commission. Several
times the Park Bourd has rejected the Commission's recommendations. In most
of the locations picked for various public improvements the Plan Commission
has acted as a rubber stamp .. ·By that it has not bCen consulted until the plans
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were already determined by other agencies. If Hartford had adopted any city
plan, it is doubtful that with its present powers the Commission's recommendations would have been followed. Sometimes the argument is made that if the
city planning agency cannot convince the public and the officials of the city
that its ideas are the best, there must be somethil)g wrong with the ideas. If
Hartford's 35 years oi planning history means ar.ything, it should be realized
that advisory powers me not enough and that only by mabng the obligution rest
with finding a better solution to the Commission's rccomw12nc!ation ~an any
stability De given to any plun as a whole; but in order that city plunning here in
Eartford can be upprcciatcd as a highly speciaL zed and highly techr:ical matter,
and th0t th·~ prcpc3r3tion of a plan that is vvorth unything can be developed, it
requires the concentrated effort of a selected group of e:<cepUonally intelligent
and experienced citizens aided by the best technicul advice. So that besides
realizing that the Commission here should have more extensive powers, it
should also give some consideration as to its organization.
Comoosition of Plan Commission Has Varied
It will be seen from this historical review that the composition of the
Commission on the City Plan has been "checker'3d." At the beginning, six of
the eight members vmre designated city officials. Two of them were to be the
heads of the StreGt and ·park Boards. Two \VE:re to be representatives from the
legislative side, plus the ~.1ayor and the City Engineer. The other two Plan
Commissioners who could not have any other city position, were appointed for
terms by the r_,:ayor. Later in 1909 another salaried official, the Superintendent
of the Park Board was designated a member. He was not named like the others
because of his job alone, but because of his great interest in city planning
matters. Thus, for 16 years the Commission on the City Plan had seven out
of its nine members who had other positions in the Eartford administration. It
was thought that such a provision would tend to prevent obstructions duc to
jealousy, take care of overlapping, and ma~~e avuilable what was sometimes
really expert knowledge. This viewpoint of having the Plan Commission made
up mostly of responsible city officials was changed l':iarch 3, 1925. The new
Plan Commissio:1 was to be strictly an outside· agency, as it was composed of
the Yiayor and six electors who could not hold any other public office. It was
supposedly thought in 1925 when this change was made that the interest of the
community in planning matters from a community standpoint could best be
setved by so-called outsiders who are free from local prejudice, preconception,
and interest, and who are able to sec the problem with fresh eyes. Two electors
were to be appointed for three year terms so that a certain amount of continuity
was certain. It was supposedly thought that the Plan Commission was entitled
to the advice and assistance of the city officials, and there was little need in
including them as members. The Mayor in 1925 waz said to have realized that
these designated officials were too busy with what they regarded as regular
duties and thus picked a Board that would have as their specific duty that of
city planning. In all fairness·- to attendance records - it might be noted
that the City Engineer and the Superintendent of Parks had been the mainstays
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of the Plan Commission during this 16 year period.
On June 8, 1937 the phrase "none of whom shall hold any other city
office" was removed so that the present composition does not prevent other
members of the city udministration from being Plan Commissioners. (None of
the present Commissioners are saluricd officials. The six planners include
three lawyr=rs, a banker, an insurance worl~er, und a mortician.) At present,
two of the Plan Commissioners arc also members of the Park Commission, one
of who:n is the president. The City Engineer is still retained as the non-voting
secretary. The 1-.-:uyor is su;Jposed to be, uccordir.g to the Charter, the prc:3idir:g of{icer of the Plan Commission. /\t the present time, his numc is not included
on the official Plu:1 Co:-nmission stationery us u member, An investigc.tion was
made as to the last time that any Llayor has presided at a Plan Commission meeting. It \'las found that no i':!ayc:- has attended a meeting since June 19, 1925, at
which time the zoning contract was proposed.
There are some general city rules that have applied since 1929 to the
City Plan Commission:
(1)

The Mayor appoints two electors of the City of Hartford a year
within ten days after the first Tuesday in December.

(2}

No member of the Common Council shall be a commissioner,

(3)

The appointment of the members of the Commission shall be
divided between the two major political parties.

Tendency Now to Have Salaried Officers as Plan Commissioners
There appears to be a tendency in other city plan commissions now to
have both city officials and lay members. The reason is that both the immediate
and the more far reaching points of view are represented. Any city plan must,
according to planning experts, be sufficiently general to unify the city in its growth,
sufficiently ideal to provide for progress, sufficiently prophetic to provide for the
future, but thc ideals must be capable of practical fulfillment and closely related
to the city as it is. There appears to be no definite rule as to the best number.
The number varies from three paid commissioners in New York City, to fifteen
unpaid members in certain Pennsylvania cities. Cincinnati had ten members, of
which three wen~ salaried officiuls. During the last year this has been changed
to five citizen members, a council member, and the City Manager. Topeka,
Kansas has nine citizen members and five non-voting city officials. Schenectady,
New York has nine members of which four me city officials; Rochester und Buffalo,
New York have five mcwber bourds composed of three non-office holders appointed
for three year terms, and two other city officials whose terms end with the tenn
of the Mayor selecting them. Hartford might give some thought to having some
salaried officials as members of its present City Plan Commission. It would be
suggested that the Mayor be free to name these members for three year terms as
individuals, and not because they hold designated city offices. Perhaps the
membership could be increased to nine members for the Commission on the City
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Plan. The suggestion also is made that no more than four members could be
members holding other positions in the city government. This V>.Cluld prevent
the City Plan Commission from being all city officials.
The plea is made that the composition be increased at once. Vhth
a larger Commission here, the Planners could consider breaking down its
work into various committees. Cities like Schenectady, New York and Topeka,
Kansas have used this procedure to advantage in gettmg the planners together
for special oper.Jtions. It would be especially advantugeous to set up a special
committee now to work out the detuils for the revision of the zoning ordinance.
Other committees might be on Regional Planning, Traffic and Thoroughfare, and
Publicity.

'

Full-Time Staff is Badly Needed
Eventually, the present Commission on the City Plan will have to
decide whether or not city planning here is a full-time job for a planning staff.
Even with the proposed powers, the Hartford planning u.gcncy can not be an
effective force. This point has already been brought to the Commission's attention by the Housing Authority's recent report. The function of a planning commission is to reflect the point of view of the citizen, or office holder. These
commissioners can _only spend part of their time from regular occupations to
consider these planning matters. This commission should not have to function
in lieu of the technical planner either in respect to a subdivision plat, or to
a larger planning consideration. Like any other staff agency, it should have
the personnel to advise it. It has not been recognized as an essential function in
the administrative affairs of the city for there has never been any full""time executive direction of its affairs.
I

It is true that the City Engineer, as s~cretary to the I-iartford Plan
Commission has been, from its beginning, the chief consultant. The City
Engineer has a well organized staff; and he has been the adviser to not only the
Plan Commission but to the other departments of the city. This office hus served
as the coordinator on all city matters concerning the new dikes, stat8 highway
and bridge. It would not be suitable to make the City Engineer the head of the
staff of the Planning Commission because this officer is already overburdened
in the engineering matters arising in the many fields under his jurisdiction. Cn
the other hand, the Planning staff and the office of the CityEngineer should not
be separate. If they are separate there will be constant clashing as to the functions of the two bodies. If the City Engineer was on the City Plan Commission
he still ·could continue as an expert engineering adviser.

Since 1938 the Commission has hired a part-time consultant. This
man acts more as a commissioner than a technician. He is hired now at a
salary of $1,200.00 a year, at' the Commission's discretion. He has contributed
a great deal to the Commission, however since his authority is negative and
his duties more of matters he considers important, he has no fixed responsibility.
1
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Because of the frequent disagreements with the City Engineer t~ere ts lit.tle
integration of ideas between these two men. In many ways, th1s superv1so~
has been a victim of circumstantial evidence. In 1937 there was some con
sideration for the Plan Commission to hire an executive-secretary .. T~e ~art
time supervisor put in his bid for the job. At this sume time the C1ty c.ng1neer
expressed his opinion that the Engineering Department was the agency that
should be given the funds. It was only natural that both consultants shoul~
feel as they did. This problem again presented itself when the Plan Commls-

sion was considering the hiring of an expert to revise zoning. and other plans,
just recently.
Plan Co~'.!lission to Hire Port-Time Exoert
At present, thG Commission is now faced with vurious methods of
revising its plans. Lf it had hired u professional planner to do the entire job
independently, or with limited consultation with the Commission, the cost
would have been unpredictable since it would depend upon the extent of the
plan made. In many respects this was the way used for the first city plan hiring of Carrere and Hastings in 1909 to mal~c an independent study. It was
thus decided by the present Plan Commission that the better w2y was to only
hire an expert on a part-time basis, while the bulk of the work would be done
by the Engineering Department staff. In this way the Commission can utilize
the vast amount of data which has been accumulated over a period of years by
the previous commissions. It is more a bringing up-to-date the present maps
und plans. At the same time, the assistance of the qualified hired planner
gives the finished product some authority and special advice that might not be
the case if the worl~ was done without outside aid.
The Engineering Department h.is set aside $5, 000.00 of its budget for
special work for these revisions of zoning and other planning problems. The
Plan Commission also has SG, 000.00 earmarl:ed for this same purpose which will
be for the expenses of the professionul planner. This report must be made to be
put to use, and not to be the third plan to be "shelved."
City Plannina and Public Opinion
V/hether or not as tax payers we like it, the City of Eartford is going
to continue to spend large sums of money for public work projects through the
various existing administrative authorities, out of city taxes. The capital
budget that is being set up is a matter of good financing. Hartford should have
set up one before this year; for equally important i~ the fact that the city should
have a program for these capital expenditures the same as it has a budget for
current operating expenses. This will be more important in the post-war planning
period when it comes. Beyond the mere quantity of plans necessary to feed the
program mill, is the question of quality of projects, of their inherent needfulness
and timeliness. This future pro9ram should be the duty of the Plan Commission.
In the absence of a comprehensive city plan showin.g every needed improvement
in physical and service relationship to all others, the city can not program its
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public works for even one year, much less fi.ve or ten years, with any assurance that first things are placecrfirst or with-any, r;...ertainty. that some vitally
needed projects are not being crowded out by others of less immediacy.
This seems like a very opportune time for the Plc.n Commission toreadjust its position in the city structure. The present planning ugency should
now" sell" its future program to the citizc;ns of Ho.rtford. It must make the
ave rage citizen see the economy in planning in general, and that every specific
question of the city's physical gro\'11i.h sould ~c decided from the standpo~nt of
city planning. It must moke an all-out effort to make the citizen understand
planning purposes so that he will demand its use. i\t present, the public und~r
standing of city planning is, to a large extent, ncgc;tive in nature. The Comr:-oission has assumed a "rubber stamp" value to the other 8oards. There must
b-2 a change of concc;ption of city planning from evc;rybody' s business to a
matter for specialization.
The general trend of development in the past for the various Hartford
units, in spite of the presence of the Plan Commission, has followed mostly
the obvious and most simple line of extension irrespective of any possible
correlation among the other features. The recent agreements on the construction of dikes, bridge, and the highway are the exception. The presBnt Commission on the City Plan should include in its immediote program the preparation of
a tentatively approved city plan. The plan, sometimes called a "master key"
will serve as the basis for the analysis of any new improvement suggested for
the attention of the Plan Commission. From time to time the plan will be
modified and improved as added facts become available. Any plan worthy of
due consideration must be subject to change, and a plan accepted on this
basis will, in time, become a true scale for the measurement of new propositions
incident to the ultimate bett8fment and welfare of the inhu.bitants of Hartford.
Such a plan cu.n't be matun~d on order. The important objective of the
present planning agency should be to get this program under way, as suggested.
The Commission would benefit if more" ex-officio" representatives of the city
government were added to their organization. it would also benefit if its
powers and duties were worded in the manner used in Cincinnati, Ohio. For
these laws bestow authority on no one outside the Plunning Commission, and
this body must be asked for a report on any proposed improvement before it is
undertaken. However, if the City Council docs not follow the advice of the
Commission, a three-fourths (it is two-thirds in Cincinnati, but here the Council
has nine members) vote of the Hartford Council (15 out of 20) should be required
to disregard or over-rule it. In this way, Hartford can look forward to establishing a "master key plan" even if this term i~ not used in the State statute. These
proposed extensive powNs, if adopted, would lead to the recognition of city
planning as a highly specialized and technical matter, since it would make
Hartford planning continuous, positive, aggrcs sive, and comprehensive (the
ultimate intention for any good city planning ugenCy), However, if the city
plan is to be worth anything, it needs not only the concentrated effort of the
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Plan Commission but also the best technical advice. The average planning
agency meeting once a month has neither the time nor the experience to
render sound and intelligent opinions unless it is backed up by carefully worked
out studies. It needs full-time executive direction. It needs an executivesecretory just as much as other staff agencies, as the Traffic Commission.
Because the Planning Commiss1on, to be effective, must be an intelligent correlating agency: anything having a bearing on the city plan will be referred to
it. Besides that, it will have to have detailed plans, and not just gcnc:ral
suggestions to offer the city udministration. It \'/Ould be false economy for the
city not to have a capable, full-time staf£ for the planning work. This report
has tried to stress that the city planning division should be a vital r.ccessity
of the city government.
In the future improvements should be planned u.s the result of careful surveys and detailed analyses and after a full considerution of all contributory factors bearing on the case. The City of Hartford in 1907 when the
Commission on the City Plan was established, had large undeveloped areas.
City planning for the first 20 yeurs was the application of farsighted methods of
c0:..:trol and development through the provision of new arteries, of methods of
districting or zoning, of allocations of areus for parks, school sites, playgrounds, etc. City planners thought of the future population of the city as
two or three times its present numbers, and some of the plans advanced were
developed with that hope in mind. New improvements were undertaken on
faith, or only when the need had become so pressing that economic losses
were acutely felt. However, in the future, city planning will be of a different
type --that of the correction. However, with the new povvers suggested, the
destinies of future city planning programs are in the hands of the Commission
on City Plan. Possibly this title might be changed to the City Planning Commission so that the inference would not be on the word city plan. Both this
phrase and the newer expression, "master plan," imply some kind of a dated
map. As long as the r.lan agency is given this power indirectly, the same idea
will be accomplished. It is hoped that this present agency will arouse and
cultivate public interest in their work. Repeat9dly throughout this report, the
City of Hartford has been spol:cn of as a living thing ·vhich depends on all of
its parts worbng together, Let us hope that the review of the activities of the
Hartford Plan Commission for the next 35 years will show the city's many
divisions as co-partners in a common task -- better city planning .
1
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